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RESOLUTTON 2016-009

ACCEPTING THE SHERWOOD WEST PRELIMINARY CONGEPT PLAN AS A FOUNDATIONAL
TOOL ON WHICH TO BASE FUTURE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY EXPANSION

DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE REFINEIVIENT PLANS

WHEREAS, Metro established a Construction Excise Tax (CET) which imposes an exc¡se tax throughout
the Metro region to help fund regional and local planning necessary to make land ready for development
after inclusion into the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB); and

WHEREAS, the City of Shenryood applied for a Community Planning and Development Grant from Metro
to prepare a concept plan for approximately 1,291 acres in Urban Reserve Area 58; and

WHEREAS, Metro awarded the City of Sherwood the requested grant in the amount of $221,139; and

WHEREAS, in July of 2014, the City of Sherwood and Metro entered into an lntergovernmental
Agreement (lGA) with Metro to complete the preliminary concept plan; and

WHEREAS, in 2014, the City Council appointed two committees to study the area within the designated
concept plan that included:

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) comprised of citizens and property owners that live both in

the City and in the study area, and

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of agency representatives with technical
expertise in their area of interest; and

WHEREAS, the consultants, city staff, the CAC, and the TAC sought and considered extensive public
input through several public engagement opportunities over the course of the 14-month study including:

A Project Website
E-Newsletter Subscription & Social Media
Project Video
Property Owner Meetings (March-April)
Gommunity Worksho p (M ay)
Community Survey - Vision and Values (May-June)
lce Gream Social & Open House June 2015
Community Survey - Draft Alternatives (July-August)
Music on the Green (July-August)
Movies in the Park(August)
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Sherwood Gharter School
Sherwood Rotary
Chamber of Commerce
Community Survey - Final Preferred Alternative (October)
Gommunity Open House (October); and

WHEREAS, over the course of the project, the CAC and TAC reviewed technical information, considered
input from the general public, shaped the development of a preliminary concept plan and made a

recommendation to the Planning Commission to accept the preliminary concept plan; and

WHEREAS, at their meeting on November 19,2015, the CAC recommended that the Planning
Commission and City Council accept the preliminary concept plan; and

WHEREAS, at their meeting on January 12,2016, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing,
considered the public testimony, considered the CAC and TAC recommendations for the final preliminary
concept plan, and recommended that the City Council accept the preliminary concept plan as a

foundational tool for future UGB discussions and subsequent refinement plans within the area; and

WHEREAS, The Shenryood West Preliminary Concept Plan is attached as Exhibit 1

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF SHERWOOD RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

Section l. Based on the staff report to the City Council dated February 16, 2016, the CAC and
Planning Commission recommendations to accept the plan, and the subsequent public
testimony provided at the Council hearing on February 16, 2016, the City Council hereby
accepts the Sheruvood West Preliminary Concept Plan as a foundational tool on which to
base future planning decisions for future UGB expansion discussions and refinement
plans within the area.

Section 2. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its passage by the Council and
signature by the Mayor.

Duly passed by the Gity Gouncil this l6th day of February 2016

--Krisanna Clark, Mayor

Attest:

Murphy, ity Recorder
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Executive Summary

The Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan was developed as a long-range planning tool to help guide
future community discussions and decisions about how our community could grow over the next 50 years.

The Plan illustrates how the Sherwood West area, Metro's Urban Reserve Area 5b, could be incorporated into
the fabric of the City over time in a manner that respects and reflects the strong sense of community and
livable neighborhoods. By thinking about where best to build housing, where to protect farmland and where
to build or expand roads and utilities today, we hope to keep Sherwood a safe, thriving and healthy community
tomorrow.

The Preliminary Concept Plan is the culmination of a l4-month planning process involving residents and
property owners within the City and study area, community service providers, and City staff. The following
community vision statement guided the planning process:

"Sherwood West complements the City's form and smolltown character through an integrated ond
continued pattern of the community's most valued neighborhoods. Through a ronge of well-designed
housing options and protected notural areos, Sherwood West is o great place for families. lt helps
satísfy the City's need for well-planned growth and other community needs. Designed as a complete
community, development is orderly, attractive and protects views. The area is well-odministered and
development contributes to the fiscal health of Sherwood."

The vision and ecologically-based design of Sherwood West was informed by the great community attributes
that make Sherwood's existing neighborhoods special. Of particular note:

Scale: Understanding how naturalfeatures such as creeks, valleys and hills have influenced Sherwood's
existing neighborhood form helped reveal the importance of scale. The quarter-mile radius that is

typical of these existing neighborhoods contributes to Sherwood's "small-town feel." This scale of
organization is reflected in the walkable, "ten-minute neighborhoods" of Sherwood West.
Access to nature, trails: Sherwood's livability is in part defined by its access to nature, open space
and regional attributes such as the Tualatin National Wildlife Refuge. Sherwood West highlights the
importance of access by incorporating a connected network of walking trails, neighborhood parks and
nature preserves.

Schools: Sherwood is known for its excellent school system. Sherwood West provides the opportunity
to expand school facílities, in addition to regional athletic facilities in order to support growing demand
Neighborhood serving retail: Sherwood West communities support local, neighborhood retail so that
residents of all ages can take advantage of these assets, partly reducing the need to use a car for all
trips.

a

a

a
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Guided by these principles and specifc goals and objectives, the project team and community members
explored the opportunitr:es and constraints to create a viable framework for the future growth of Sherwood,
developed and evaluated three distinct alternatives, and ultimately selected a preferred hybrid alternative that
has become the basis for the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan. For discussion purposes, four primary
sub-areas have been identified within Sherwood West:
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The North District: Located south of Scholl-Sherwood Road and north of Chicken Creek, this area is
characterized by a mixed housing neighborhood organized around a new school, neighborhood park
and mixed-use node. Residential intensities transition from the center to the edge of the neighborhood.
A sports and recreation area is envisioned at the corner of Schools-Sherwood and Roy Rogers roads.
The area is supported by a system of interconnected trails.
The West District: Located in the middle of the planning area, directly west of Elwert Road and east of
Chicken Creek, this area is characterized by a mixed housing district organized around a new school,
neighborhood park, and mixed-use center. Housing intensities transition out from the mixed-use
center with hillsíde residential on the higher and steeper slopes. A new neighborhood collector road
paralleling Elwert Road winds through the center, following the natural break in topography. Large

corridors along Chicken Creek are planned for protection with complementary trails connecting the
future residents with the natural environment.
The FarWest District: Located west of Chicken Creek and adjacent to Edy Road, this area is

characterized by a mixed residential neighborhood with hillside residential envisioned on the steeper
and higher elevations. The northeast corner is set asíde for a nature park to capitalize on the existing
habitat values and sensitive topography. Stream corridor buffers are generous to reflect community
priorities for natural feature protection, recreation and connectivity. The Far West Distríct includes two
options for improving the intersection of Edy and Elwert roads, described in more detail below.
The Southwest D¡str¡ct: Located north of Chapman Road and south of Goose Creek, a tributary to
Cedar Creek, this area is characterized by residential development of varying íntensíties with hillside
residential on the steeper slopes and higher elevations on the west. The distríct includes a "Gateway
to Wine Country" node that is envisioned to capitalize on Sherwood's location and proximity to the
surrounding wineries by providing opportunities for lodging, restaurants, tourism, and agriculture-
related businesses. Parks and trail systems throughout the district provide non-motorized connectivity
and access to parks and nature areas.

Transportation is a key concern for current Sherwood and study area residents alike. The vertical alignment
condition of Elwert Road, a two-lane rural county road, combined with heavy traffic volumes and the
confluence of the Chicken Creek at the intersection with Edy Road is a significant existing condition that
requires a thoughtful solution. Due to the extensive public improvement that will be required to support future
development, the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan proposes two transportation options. The first
option calls for a realignment of the Edy and Elwert Road intersection to reduce the impacts of infrastructure
improvements on the sensitive creek confluences. The realignment is likely to discourage regional freight traffic
from utilizing Elwert Road as a north-south by-pass to Highway 99W, the designated freight corridor. lnitial cost
estimates show that this alternative may be more cost effective than improving the existing road in its current
alignment. The second option is to improve the roadway up in its current alignment.

Water and sanitary sewer service will need to be extended to serve future development in Sherwood West.
Water service can be extended to the majority of the study area by extending the existing 380- and 455-Zone
distribution mains. Future service to the higher elevations along the western edge of the study area could be

served by a proposed Kruger Pump Station or future Edy Road Pump Station. Existing sanitary sewer facilities
adjacent to the study area are limited. The Sherwood lnterceptor crosses the study area near the northeast
corner at Cedar and Chicken creeks; any sewer mainlines would need to cross these creeks to connect to
Sherwood West. The Sherwood Trunk Line has been extended to the northern boundary of the Brookman
area. Plans call for this line to be extended through the Brookman area to the east side of 99W This line
could be extended across 99W to serve the West and Southwest Districts. There are no existing stromwater
infrastructure in the study area. New stromwater infrastructure, preferably regional facilities, would need to be

evaluated and constructed with development.



ln response to the preliminary nature of the Plan, the high-level phasing and funding strategy is not
prescriptive and specific, but instead: 1) identifies a place for a more detailed implementation strategy
when a concept or master plan is developed; and 2) identifies financial and other barriers or challengers to
implementation and preliminary approaches to overcome them. Development and infrastructure cannot
advance without the willing participation of property owners.

Once accepted by the City Council, this Preliminary Concept Plan will serve as a resource for future discussion
about regional UGB expansions. lt will help decision-makers decide what areas make the most sense for
expansion, considering the availability of infrastructure, the costs associated with extension of public services
and property owner sentiment. The timing for the need for Sherwood West to accommodate the City's
growing population is uncertain. As such, attention to the details outlined in this strategy and near-term action
to continue to prepare for implementation will be important.
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l. lntroduction

The City of Sherwood conducted a long-range community planning process, designed to help us manage
growth and protect the things we love about this place. The City received a grant from Metro to prepare
a concept plan for the regional Urban Reserve Area 58, approximately L,29L acres we have identified as

Sherwood West. The goal in developing a "preliminary concept plan" is to identify how we grow and provide
quality places to live, work and play over the next five decades. This long-range planning process helps us all
think about where best to build housing, where to protect farmland and where to build or expand roads and
utilities-all with a goal of keeping Sherwood a safe, thriving and healthy community.

Why are we planning for Sherwood West?

Growth is happening.
The City of Sherwood is growing along with the rest of the Portland region. Since 1990, we have added
hundreds of people every year, with annual growth rates betwe en 3-8%. People are drawn here for our quality
of life, our great schools and our víbrant neighborhoods. While that's a good thing-it provides economic
growth and jobs for all of us-it also puts pressure on the city in terms of housing.

We're runn¡ng out of places for people to live.
Sherwood has a shortage of land available for housing. lf we don't add more land for new housing, people
will still move here, but housing prices will start to rise and our community will experience more pressure for
infill development at higher densities. This could result in three things: rising housing costs may price many
people out of the market, including young families, single people and older people on fixed íncomes; pressure
on the City to rezone for residential uses; and infill development pressures could result in higher density
housing which could change the character of existing neighborhoods. lncreasing the land supply for residential
development in a thoughtful manner is one way to help relieve this upward price pressure and make sure our
community remains vibrant and affordable.

We need all kinds of housing.
As we grow, we're going to need to provide a variety of housing choices for people who want to live here,
including large and small single-family housing, townhouses, duplexes and multifamily units. Providing housíng
choices makes it possible for people who have lived here a long time to stay in Sherwood as they age, while
creating new opportunities for families and keeping housing in our city affordable.

Planned commun¡ties grow better.
Our challenge as a community remains growing in a way that preserves our small town character, our
surrounding forests and farms, our thriving businesses and our parks and public spaces. The City of Sherwood
is committed to a long-range process that manages growth in a planned and cost-effective way so that
Sherwood can remain the thriving and welcoming community that we all love.

a



Context

Sherwood West is one of the designated "urban reserve" areas that surround Sherwood. Urban reserves are

areas designated by Metro in coordination with its partner cities and counties. These reserves identify land

that will be considered for addition to the region's Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) for urbanization over the
next 50 years. The City of Sherwood is located within Metro's UGB. An urban reserve designation does not
change current zoning or restrict a landowners' currently allowed use of their land. Designations are intended
to provide greater certainty regarding long-term expected uses of the land, allowing public and prívate

landowners to make long-term
investments with better information.

Sherwood West is the largest urban
reserve area adjacent to Sherwood,
and given the location of existing
utilities, the area that is logically the
best direction for the City to consider
growing in the future. lt may grow
faster or more slowly than projected,
and in the end of the SO-year plan
horizon, may not necessarily be the
only direction in which we grow. lt is
not a given that the entire area will
be absorbed into the City.

This Preliminary Concept Plan
(Plan) is a tool that purposely does
not speak to urban densities or
design of a particular area within
Sherwood West. lt is a high-level, long-range study that we expect to be refined; community values and needs

may shift and tastes in housing may change before any land is brought into the regional UGB. Densities and

neighborhood form will be established and shaped through future refinement planning processes as areas are

brought into the UGB.

The Preliminary Concept Plan is intended to be:

A tool for future citizens and decision makers
to rely on as they make decisions about
expanding the UGB.

A foundation for future refinement plans that
occur within the area.

An opportunity to discuss growth well in
advance of it actually occurring with both the
property owners within the study area and

the Sherwood community.

a

a

a



This document is laid out in seven sections.

l. lntroduction
This section provides an overview and describes the purpose of th¡s planning project

ll. The Planning Process

This section summarizes the background of the project and díscusses the
formation of various stakeholder groups and community outreach efforts.

lll. The Sherwood Growth Story
This section provides historic context for the project by recounting the history
of growth in Sherwood, and the implications of this changing landscape on
land use and planning, particularly for housing policy.

lV. Sherwood West

This section summarizes land use, public utilities and environmental conditions
within Sherwood West, and presents an analysis of the landform and how it
relates to planning for the area.

V. Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan

This section presents a high-level conceptual plan for the Sherwood West area
that builds upon the landform analysís and emphasizes complete community
attributes.

Vl. Funding and Phasing Strategy
This section describes an approach to funding and phasing infrastructure,
services and other community elements as a means to inform decisions
regarding possible future urban growth in Sherwood West.

Vll. Recommendations and Next Steps

This section provides thoughts about how to approach implementation for City
staff and recommendations on how to move forward given the information
provided by this plan.
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ll. Planning Process

This planning process began in November 2OI4 and wrapped up in December 2015. The project was

completed through a series of nine tasks within the timeline shown below (Figure 1).

Engaging with Sherwood resídents was considered essential for producing a plan that reflects community
values with integrity and foresight. To help guide the project, two stakeholder committees were formed to
include a broad range of interests: the Community Advisory Committee (CAC) and the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC). Together, these committees worked to help shape the direction and result of this
process.

The CAC was made up of 18 community members who live or own property within the city as well as those
in the study area, and representatives from the City's Parks Board, Planning Commission, City Council, the
Sherwood School District, and Washington County Citizen's Participation Organization (CPO). They were
charged with: reviewing materials from the consultant team, providing broad perspectives to ensure the
Sherwood West Concept Plan reflects diverse needs, participating in public outreach regarding the plan,

and providing recommendations on plan alternatives. They were recruited and selected by the Cíty Council
through an open application process.4l people applied to be on the CAC and 18 were selected.

Figure 1. Sherwood West Proiect Tlmeline
2014

#

Task 1. Scope, Schedule and
Management

Task 2. Stakeholder and Public

lnvolvement

Task 3. Existing Conditions and

Opportunities Assessment

Task 4..Housing Needs Analysis

Task 5. Alternatives Analysís (Up to
Three) lncluding Relative Merits

Task 6. Preferred Alternative/ Draft
Concept Plan

Task 7. lmplementation

Task 8. Final Concept Plan/Reports

Task 9. Adoption

* Stakeholder and Technical Advisory Meetings

I Deliverable

I rublic Event/Web-based Survey
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The TAC was comprised of essential public service provider representatives: City Public Works, Engineering,
Community Services, the Police department, Clean Water Services, Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge,
Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue, the Sherwood School District, the Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) and Metro. TAC members reviewed project deliverables for technical adequacy, policy and
regulatory com pl iance.

Every step of the way, Sherwood community members provided meaningful guidance and feedback,
gathered through interviews, public events, community workshops, questionnaires and online surveys. This
guidance has been essentialto the Sherwood West planning process. The design of the Plan is a reflection
of this work. Together, we:

1. Developed a vision, set goals and proposed evaluation criteria. The planning process began with
articulating a vision for Sherwood West. We solicited community guidance on goals and evaluation criteria
through one on one interviews and meetings, public workshops and online surveys, and underwent
multiple iterations in review by the TAC, CAC and communíty members. The resulting vision statement is as

follows:

Vision Statement

Figure 2. Goals and Evaluation Criteria for Sherwood West

Sherwood West complements the City's form and smalltown character through an integrated
and continued pattern of the community's most valued neighborhoods. Through a range of
well-designed housing options and protected natural areas, Sherwood West is a great place for
families. lt helps satisfy the City's need for well-planned growth and other community needs.
Designed as a complete community, development is orderly, attractive and protects views.
The area is well administered and development contributes to the fiscal health of Sherwood.

Growth is well -planned

. Neighborhoods are phased adjacent to existing development

. Well phased extension of services

. Connectivity

Design includes complete
community attributes

. lncorporates nature

. Neighborhood retail

Development respects and
recogn izes Sherwood pattern,
heritage and smalltown feel

Walkable
lntegrates with existing Sherwood
View corridors, natural features retained

a

a

Concepts promote health Easy to walk, bike and access other recreational activitiesa

Development protects and
provides access to nature

. View corridor, other assets protected

. Walking trails along heritage resources

lmplementation is pragmatic
. Options minimize cost of infrastructure
. Balance of benefits and burdens of development

Goal Evaluation Criteria for Comparison of Alternatives



2. ldentified existing conditions
and key opportunities. A draft and

revised assessment of existing and
future conditions was developed
for Sherwood West. ln addition to
infrastructure and public services, the
area's landform and natural features
were considered. Guidance from the
community helped identify missing

elements and further opportunities.

3. Designed alternative concept plan

scenarios. Based on community core
values, vision, existing cond itions
and discussions with the CAC and
TAC, three draft alternative concept
plan scenarios were developed in

order to explore a variety of ideas for
comparison.

4. Considered the relative merits of
each scenario and the key features
that best represent the goals and objectives of Sherwood West. Through interactive workshops, community
events and online surveys, the CAC, TAC, staff and consultant team worked to identify preferences for
individual and collective plan elements using the evaluation criteria they helped develop.

5. Designed a Preliminary Concept Plan that builds upon community feedback, technical guidance and a
landform analysis. The preliminary concept plan is a hybrid of the three alternatives, combining the preferred

elements into a recommended draft "hybrid" Preliminary Concept Plan.

Each step of the planning process incorporated a variety of community engagement activities, as listed in

the call out box above, designed to reach a broad spectrum of Sherwood residents. Appendix 1: Community
Engagement Plan and Evaluation describes the process, objectives and outcomes as agreed upon by the CAC

. Community Advisory Committee Meetings
o Project Website
. E-Newsletter Subscription & Social Media
. Project Video
. Property Owner Mailing and Meetings (March-April)
. Community Workshop (May)
. Online Survey - Vision and Values (May{une)
¡ lce Cream Social & Open House June 20L5
. Online Survey - Draft Alternatives (July-August)
r Music on the Green (July-August)
¡ Movies in the Park (August)
. Community Group Presentations
. Sherwood Charter School
. Online Survey - Preferred Alternatives (October)
. Property Owner Mailing and Community Open House

(October)
. Sherwood Rotary
. Chamber of Commerce

Com munity Engagement Activities
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Stafl consultants and Sherwood residents at the final community Open House Ín October, 2015.
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Stella Olson Memorial Park, Sherwood Oregon
Photo by Alyse Vordermark



lV. The Sherwood Growth Story

History and Pattern of Urban Growth

Understanding Sherwood's past is key to planning Sherwood's future. Sherwood as it exists today did
not just happen; it is the result of many years of small and big, individual and collective decisions. By

understanding the history and pattern of growth in Sherwood, we obtain valuable insights into the local

identity and values that help to guide future urban growth.

Pre-settler era
Prior to the arrival of immigrants, the Sherwood area was inhabited by the Atfalati band of the Kalapuya

nation, who ranged across the valley in a hunter-gather style. They are known to have used deliberate
burns to clear the valley floor to encourage the growth of the camas plant and to maintain habitat
beneficial to deer and elk.

Smockville
ln 1885 founders James and Mary Smock settled on nearly flat pasture

along the east bank of Cedar Creek. They platted "Smock Ville" in 1889,

after donating a right-of-way across their property to the Portland and

Willamette Valley Railway, providing access to the larger region for people

1 and cargo. Unlike most newly-platted towns from this period, Sherwood's
' streets were platted with a 40 degree rotation relative to the cardinal
ì points. The diagonal route of the railway explains the orientation of

Sherwood's original nine block plat.

''., ;

z- 3t

1889-1960

1960-L970

During the first decade, Sherwood's footprint on the landscape was
largely contained within the original nine block town plat. ln the later
decades up to 1960, Sherwood grew modestly, but some expansion
took place towards the southeast around the train depot and up the

. , hill along Pine Street. All destinations in town were in close walkable

', iì people.

Around 1960, the automobíle started affecting urban settlement
patterns across the nation, resulting in more dispersed settlement
patterns that are also reflected in Sherwood's expanding urban
footprínt. A series of annexations took place over the the next 50

, , 1lêârs that changed the landscape and the community. The first. annexation accommodated growth along the east bank of Cedar

Creek towards Highway 99W. ln ten years'time, the population
doubled to 1,396 residents.
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1970-1980

1980-1990

1990-2000

2000-2010

Sherwood continued to attract newcomers and the next decade
saw growth across Cedar Creek for the first time with the new High

School forming an important component. Growth also occurred
towards the southeast, on hillsides facing north and west. ln this
decade the population grew by nearly 1,000 to 2,386 people.

Between 1-980 and 1990, the pace of development dropped a little
due to recession but the population still grew by about 700 people
to 3,093, To accommodate this increase, the town continued
to expand around Cedar Creek and, for the first time, north of
Highway 99. Employment areas were developed in the northeast,
along the railway.

During the last decade of the twentieth century, Sherwood
experienced a real boom in population and expansion. Fueled by
a strong regional and national economy, the population grew by
nearly 9,000 to 'J,L,79I in 2000 for a 38O% population increase. The
physical imprint on the landscape expanded significantly with the
realization of large subdivisions such as Woodhaven. During this
decade, urban development also took place northwest of Highway
99W, and into the hills southeast and southwest of town.

The first decade of the twenty-first century saw continued but
slightly more tempered growth. A154% population increase
over ten years added approximately 6,000 people to Sherwood,
bringing the total to L8,l-94 by the end of the decade. This growth
is accommodated mostly in areas in the northwest area of town
along Cedar Creek (Roy Rogers Road) and between the historic Old
Town and Tualatin-Sherwood Road.

7

;

20LO-201,4

US census data takes us only four years farther to 201-4, when
Sherwood hovers around a population of 19,000 with a lower
population increase compared to the two decades prior, most
likely as an effect of the Great Recession. Most of the growth that
did occur took place along the ever expanding edges of Sherwood
in the north and southeast.

During its short L25 years of urbanization, Sherwood has experienced significant growth in both
population and physical size (Figure 3 and 4). Yet somehow, Sherwood has kept its "small town"
appeal. lt remains a desirable place to live, as demonstrated by appearances in national "Best Places

to Live" listings.



Figure 3. City of Sherwood Land Area and Population Growth Map,1889-2014
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Figure 4. City of Sherwood Land Area and Population Growth Chart,1889-2014
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Scale
A Size Comparison

From a pure physical standpoint,
Sherwood's size compares to places

like Forest Grove and Cornelius.
Even with Sherwood West included,
the physical dimension of the entire
town would be small enough to
fit inside an imaginary circle with
a radius of 1.5 miles. The City's
physical dimension would then be

comparable to cities líke Woodburn
and Canby.

The urban growth history presented here attempts
to build a deeper appreciation of the aspect of
time, population size, urban growth and scale, and how they are all ínterrelated. This is a subjective
interpretation and as such, does not claim to be complete or highly detailed.l As this historic growth
analysis shows, tremendous change can and possibly will occur. A proper appreciation of thís dynamic past
is crucial as we lay the foundation for planning the next 50 years of Sherwood's evolution.

lmplications for Policy'

Not only has Sherwood seen significant growth in terms of size and population, but it is also witnessing
a change in the demographics of the population. Understanding these characteristics is crucial for
determining community needs and analyzing demand for services and infrastructure. Of these demands,
housing plays an important role, as it is often the catalyst for the development of roads, utilities, schools,
parks and other services.3

How has Sherwood's Population Changed in Recent Years?

Sherwood's population grew relatively fast in recent years. Sherwood's population increased from
3,000 people in 1990 to nearly 18,600 people in 2013, averaging 8% annual growth. Sherwood's fastest
period of growth was during the 1990s, consistent with statewide trends. Since 2000, Sherwood grew
by 6,600 people, at an average rate of nearly 3S% per year. For comparison, Washington County grew
at25% annually between 1990-2013 and the Portland Region grew at L.6% per year.

Sherwood's population is aging. People aged 45 years and older were the fastest growing age group in
Sherwood between 2000 and 2010, consistent with state and national trends. By 2035, people 60 years
and older will accountfor 24% of the population in Washington County (up from L8%in 2015) and 25%in
the Portland Region (up from L9%in 2015). lt is reasonable to assume that the share of people 60 years

and older willgrow relatively quickly in Sherwood as well.

1 This is a subjective interpretation based on an analysis of a var¡ety of sources, including Google Earth, Lab Rat Revenge, The Oregon Atlas, Sherwood City Annexation
Map, Smockville Original Plat and Wikipedia.
2This section comes from the C¡ty of Sherwood's Housing Needs Analysis (HNA), conducted in 2015. The HNA was used solely for purposes of data analys¡s rather than
policy creation, and as such wãs not a publicly-vetted document ¡n the Sherwood West plann¡ng process. See Appendix 2 for the executive summary of this report. The
complete HNA can be accessed at: http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/Planning/page/3740/sherwood_hnajune_25.pdf
3 The majority of data quoted in this analysis is from the US Census Amer¡can Community survey, with population data from the Population Research Center at
Portland State Un¡versity and development data from the City's Building Permit database.

One of the possible explanations for the "small town"
identity lies in the neighborhood scale of individual
developments. Analysis reveals a pattern of walkable
(quarter mile radius) neighborhoods circling the
historic downtown. lt appears that Sherwood was
deliberately planned around the concept of the
walkable neighborhood as the building block of the
community as a whole. Taken together, the entire
town fits within an imaginary circle with a radius of
only one mile: all local destinations are close and
potentially within walking and biking distance from
any residence.



Sherwood is attracting younger people and more households with children. ln 2010, the median age in

Sherwood was 34.3 years old, compared to Washington County's median age of 35.3 years and the State
median of 38.4. Sherwood has a larger share of households with children (47% of households), compared
with Washington County (33%l or the Portland Region (29%). The Millennialgeneration-people born
roughly between 1980 to 2000-are the largest age group in Oregon and will account for the majority of
household growth in Sherwood over the next 20 years

Sherwood's population is becoming more ethnically diverse. About 6% of Sherwood's population
identify as Latino, an increase from 4.7% in 2000. ln comparison to Washington County and the Portland
Region, Sherwood is less ethnically diverse. ln the 2009-2013 period, t6% of Washington County
residents and t2% Portland Region residents identify as Latino.

What Factors May Affect Future Growth in Sherwood?

These trends are likely to create a change in the types of housing Sherwood will need in the future. This
has implications for the City's housing and land use policies.

"The city needs to provide {for} a
diversity of housing types so that
our older residents and younger
residents can afford to stay and
move here."

-Survey Respondent

The growth of younger and diverse households is likely to result in increased demand for a wider
variety of affordable housing options appropriate for families with children, such as small single-
family homes, townhouses, duplexes, and multifamily housing. lf Sherwood continues to attract young
residents, then it will continue to have demand for housing for families, especially housing affordable to
younger families with moderate incomes. Growth in this population will result in increased demand for
both ownership and rental opportunities, with an emphasis on housing that is comparatively affordable.n

Changes in commuting patterns could affect future growth in Sherwood. Sherwood is part of a complex,
interconnected regional economy. Demand for housing by workers at businesses ín Sherwood may
change with significant fluctuations in fuel and commuting costs, as well as substantial decreases in the
capacity of highways to accommodate commuting.

Sherwood households have relatively high income, which affects the type of housing that is affordable.
lncome is a key determinant of housing choice. ln 2010, Sherwood's median household income (SS1,OOO¡

was more than20% higherthan Washington County's median household income (560,963). ln addition,
Sherwood had a smaller share of population below the federal poverty line (7.6%l than the averages of
Washington County (LL. %| and the Portland Region (L3.9%1.

4 The HNA assumes that housing ¡s affordable if housing costs are less than 3O% of a household's gross income. For a household earning $5,500 (the median
household income in Sherwood), monthly housing costs of less than S1,960 are considered affordable.

The aging of the population is likely to result in
increased demand for smaller single-family housing,
multifamily housing, and housing for seniors. People

over 65 years old will make a variety of housing
choices as they age, including: remaining in their
homes as long as they are able, downsizing to smaller
single-family homes (detached and attached, including
one-story homes or homes with first-floor master
bedrooms), cottage housing and multifamily units,
or moving into group housing (such as assisted living
facilities or nursing homes).



As of the 2010 US Census, there were L8,t94 people living in the City of Sherwood. The City accounts
for about 3A% of Washington County's total population of 531,335. Covering an area of approximately
4.3 square miles, Sherwood's population density is about 4,217 .2 per square mile. Relative to the
nearby cities of Tualatin, Wilsonville and Newberg, Sherwood has a slightly higher population density
per square mile. As shown in Table 1, Sherwood also has a greater number of family households and a

higher median household value, as compared to Washington County.

Table 1. City of Sherwood and Wash¡ngton County,2OLO

City of Sherwood Washington County

Median Home Value'

Median Household lncome

Family Households

Average Commute Time

Gender (female)

Median age

Hispanic or Latino

Sg+0,+so

Sgt,ooo

77.7%

26 minutes

503%

34.2 years

7.0%

S¡oz,gso

S60,963

67.t%

24 minutes

50.8%

35 years

75.7%

Source: US Census Survey, 2O1O
lzillow September 2015

The City of Sherwood: A Snapshot

What are the lmplications for Sherwood's Housing Policies?

Determining demand for housing is based on coordinated forecasts of household growth, provided
by Metro. Between 2015 and 2035, Metro forecasts an additional 1,156 new households in
Sherwood as a response to demand from population growth and demographic shifts.

Not only does the forecast provide an estimate of the number of homes required to respond to
population growth, but also where this demand will be generated. The forecast includes growth
within city limits as well as areas currently outside of these limits but within the UGB and planned
for annexation and development for residential uses. For the City of Sherwood, this is primarily the
Brookman Area. Under this combined land base, Sherwood's land capacity analysis shows that it
can accommodate Metro's entire forecast for growth with the buildable land currently zoned for
residential in the City limits and within the UGB (Brookman Area). However, to ensure there is an

adequate land supply as required by state law, the Brookman area would need to be annexed by
Sherwood voters, or land within the City would need to be rezoned to accommodate increased
residential development.



The results of Sherwood's 2015 Housing Needs Analysis (HNA) highlight questions for the update
of the City's Comprehensive Plan and the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Planning process,
such as:

. Changes in demographics and income for Sherwood and regional residents will require
accommodating a wider range of housing types. Providing housing opportunities for first
time home buyers and community elders (who prefer to age in place or downsize their
housing) will require housing options such as smaller lots, clustered housing, cottages or
townhomes. Where should Sherwood consider providing a wider range of housing types?
What types of housing should Sherwood plan for? How many of Sherwood's needed units
should the city plan to accommodate within the city limits? How much of Sherwood's
needed units should be accommodated in the Brookman Area and in Sherwood West?

. What design features and greenspaces would be important to consider for new housing?
What other design standards would be needed to "keep Sherwood Sherwood"?

These questions touch upon larger, broader policy issues that need to be discussed and vetted through
the City's Comprehensive Plan Update. The Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan is not an attempt
to address all these issues. Rather, this process provides some preliminary data and begins to assess

community values in order to help answer these questions and determine future goals, policies and

strategies in the City's Comprehensive Plan.

The Brookman Addition Concept Plan was developed as a guide for the creation of a new 250-acre community in
Sherwood. Planning for the area followed a2002 decision by Metro to bring the land into the UGB in response to an

identified regional need for additional land to meet the 20-year growth projections.

The Brookman Addition area is bound on the north by the existing city limits, by Brookman Road to the south, Highway
99W to the west, and properlies located due east of Ladd Hill Road. The Concept Plan was developed in coordination
with many community, local government and agency parties.

Adopted by the City Council in June 2009, the Concept Plan identifies the general location and intensity of future land

uses, including medium-low to high density residential, mixed use commercial, employment, parks and open space.

lntegrated with future land uses is a conceptual layout of basic infrastructure systems including transportation, trails,
and utilities.

The intent is for the area to be annexed into the City, with City zoning being applied at the time of annexation. To date,
Sherwood voters have rejected annexation requests for the entire Brookman area, and portions of it, on three separate
occasions. Most recently, a request to annex L03 acres of land was rejected during the November 3, 2015 election. Until
annexation occurs, the Brookman area will remain in unincorporated Washington County, subject to County zoning.
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The Brookman Addition Concept Plan



V. Sherwood West

Existing Conditions

Study Area

Sherwood West encompasses approximately L,29L acres located along the western side of the
current city limits (Figure 5). The area is bounded on the east by Hwy 99W, SW Elwert Road, and
SW Roy Rogers Road. lt is bounded by SW Chapman Road on the south and SW Lebeau Rd and
SW Scholls-Sherwood Rd to the north. Site topography generally slopes from west to east, with
an elevation difference of approximately 1-50 to 200 feet.

Figure 5. Sherwood West Study Area
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Land Use and Zoning

Whereas City acreage is2,757.8 (4.3 square miles), the Sherwood West study area encompasses
1,291 acres across L26 tax lots and existing right-of-way (Table 2). Besides residential uses, the
majority of the land use is designated as agricultural or forest. For more detailed information,
see Appendix 38 for the study area buildable land inventory by taxlot and Appendix 4:

Boundaries and Buíldable Lands lnventory lnformation for the methodology.

Public Facilities t6

WATER SYSTEM

Existing Conditions
The current Water System Master Plan was adopted in May 2015. The Master Plan considers
all areas within the city limits, the UGB and the Sherwood West study area. The City's
primary water supply is from the Wilsonville Water Treatment Plant, supplemented by
groundwater wells. The City maintains an emergency connection and transmission pipíng to
the Tualatin-Portland supply main. The City's distribution system includes three service zones

supplied by three storage reservoirs and two pumping stations. The majority of Sherwood
customers are served from the 380 Pressure Zone which is supplied by gravity from the Cíty's

Sunset Reservoirs. The 535 Pressure Zone, serving the area around the Sunset Reservoirs, is

supplied constant pressure by the Sunset Pump Station, and the 455 Pressure Zone serves

higher elevation customers on the western edge of the City by gravity from the Kruger

Reservoir.

Opportunities and Constraints
lnitial anticipated growth in Sherwood West will be served by extending existing 380- and

455-Zone distribution maíns. Future customers along the ridge north and south of the
existing Kruger Reservoir will be served by constant pressure from the proposed Kruger Pump
Station at the existing reservoir site. Some future customers in Sherwood West may need to
be served through a Pressure Relief Valve (PRV)-controlled sub-zone or through individual

s At the time the plan was prepared, updates to the City Sewer and Stormwater Master Plans were in process, therefore all information should be verified
6 See Appendix 3 for the full text from the Existing Cond¡tions Report.

Table 2. Sherwood West Study Area Buildable Lands

Total Acreage
Total Tax Lots

Total Tax Lot Acreage (excludes non-taxable area)
Total Right-of-Way (ROW) Acreage
Vacant Lots

Partially Vacant Lots with dwellings
Committed Lots

Total Buildable Land** Acreage

7,291
726
7,234
57
39 (263.5 buildable acres)
83 (406.8 buildable acres)
4 (0 buildable acres)
670.3

**Buildable land calculation includes removal of constrained land, deduction of 0.25-acre from lots greater than 0,5-
acre with a dwelling unit, and a percent deduction for future streets.



PRVs on each service in order to maintain required service pressures. A small area on the
western edge of the Sherwood West Urban Reserve, along Edy Road near Eastview Road,

is too high in elevation to receive adequate service pressure from the adjacent 380 Zone.
This area will be served by constant pressure from the proposed Edy Road Pump Station.
An additional pump station would potentially be needed to serve this area. Extensive large
diameter mains will be needed to expand the City's water service area to supply weater to
Sherwood West as development occurs. See Appendix 3C for pressure zone boundaries and
existing and proposed reservoir, pump station and water line locations identified in the Water
System Master Plan.

SANITARY SEWER SYSTEM

Existing Conditions
The existing Sanitary Sewer Master Plan was completed in July 2OO7 and is currently being
updated. The Master Plan considers all areas within the city limits and the UGB, but not
Sherwood West.

The City of Sherwood is served by two sanitary sewer trunk lines, the Sherwood Trunk Sewer
(24-inch) which conveys sewage from the Cedar Creek sewage collection basin and the Rock

Creek Trunk (18-inch) which conveys sewage from the Rock Creek sewage collection basin.
Both trunk lines convey flows to the Sherwood Pump Station, owned by Clean Water Services
(CWS), which sends sewage to the Durham Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant via the
Upper Tualatin lnterceptor, also owned by CWS.

Opportunities and Constraints
Existing sanitary sewer facilities adjacent to or near this site are limited. The Sherwood lnterceptor
crosses the study area near the northeast corner at Cedar and Chicken Creeks; and any sewer
mainlines would need to cross these creeks in order to connect. Brookman is an area within the UGB

on the south end of Sherwood between the city limits and SW Brookman Road. The City recently
constructed a sewer mainline to the northern boundary of Brookman. Future projects, which would
occur with the development of Brookman, would extend the sewer line into Brookman, providing
sewer access for Sherwood West at Brookman Road, east of Hwy 99W Capacity of the Sherwood
Trunk Line Sewer and the Sherwood Pump Station will need to be evaluated as part of the Master
Plan update. See Appendix 3D for a map of existing sanitary sewer facilities.

STORMWATER

Existing Conditions
The existing Stormwater Master Plan was completed in June 2007 and is currently being
updated. The Master Plan considers all areas within the city limits and the UGB, but not
Sherwood West.

The Sherwood West study area lies primarily within the Chicken Creek Drainage Basin. The
basin flows north and northeast along Chicken Creek, which bisects the site. Cedar Creek
flows into Chicken Creek at the northeast corner of the study area, west of SW Roy Rogers

Road. West Fork Chicken Creek enters the site near the northwest boundary, and flows east
into Chicken Creek. A small portion of the study area in the southeastern corner is part of
the Cedar Creek Drainage Basin. On-site runoff enters Goose Creek, which flows from west to
east, crosses under Hwy 99W and reaches Cedar Creek.



The Stormwater Master Plan notes that Chicken,and Cedar Creeks have been identified by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as providing habitat for anadromous fish that are

listed as threatened under the Federal Endangered Species Act. The study area in the vicinity
of Chicken and Cedar Creeks and their tributaries have been designated by Metro as riparian
corridors, upland wildlife habitat, and aquatic impact areas. Some areas within the riparian
corridors are also shown on the National Wetland lnventory

Opportunities and Constraints
Because the study area is undeveloped, there is no existing stormwater infrastructure
on-site. As development occurs in the future, stormwater would likely be discharged
into the floodplain of the adjacent creeks and tributaries. The City of Sherwood requires
that all stormwater facilities meet the requirements of Clean Water Services Design and

Construction Standards for conveyance, water quality treatment, and water quantity
treatment. The Cíty has indicated that they prefer to use regional stormwater facilities where
possible within this study area. See Appendix 3E for a map of storm drainage basins, creeks,

a nd existing stormwater facilities.

Transportation

Elwert Rood from Highway 99W to Scholls-Sherwood Roød is currently functioning as a

two lane rural arterial. Elwert Road historically was a rural road used primarily for províding
transportation access for farm equipment and rural residents. Over time, Elwert Road has

become a secondary bypass route for commuter traffic (through trips) traveling between
Highway 99W and Scholls-Sherwood Road and Roy Rogers Road, avoiding the intersection
signals along the Highway 99W route.

Elwert Road's physical characteristics consist of two ll-foot paved lanes, a straight
horizontal alignment, and a vertical alignment consisting of rolling hills that include acute
vertical sags and crests which result in poor vertical sight distances and intersection sight
distances. Access points onto Elwert Road include several private driveways and seven street
intersections (both local and collector). The intersecting streets and their classifications are

listed below.

. Kruger Road - Local

. Orchard Hill Road - Local

. Edy Road - Collector

. Schroeder Road - Local

. Haide Road - Local

. Handley Road - Collector

. Conzelmann Road - Local

. Lebeau Road - Local

The City of Sherwood's Transportation System Plan (COS TSP) and Washington County's
Transportation System Plan (WACO TSP) coordínated the analysis and results for Elwert Road from
the intersection of Highway 99W to the Scholls-Sherwood Road intersection.

Both WACO's and COS's TSP's identify the future build-out condition of Elwert Road as a 3-lane
arterial which will include sidewalks and bike lanes on both sides of the road. Appropriately sized

arterial roads will allow through trips to remain on the arteríal system and discourage use of local

streets for cut-through freight traffic routes.



Due to the current adverse vertical alignment condition of Elwert Road, it is anticipated that large
cut and fill sections and associated acquisition of additional right-of-way may be needed to bring
Elwert Road's alignment (both vertical and horizontal) into conformance with adopted roadway
design standards.

The Kruger/Elwert/Sunset Boulevdrd/Highway 99W intersection is identified in the current
Major Streets Transportation lmprovement Plan (MSTIP)for reconstruction as a roundabout.
This ímprovement is intended to alleviate the congestion created by inadequate stacking
dístance and restricted traffic by-pass flow off Highway 99W towards Scholls-Sherwood Road

The intersection improvements are currently scheduled for construction in 2Ot7-2OL9.

Existing Roundabout Design from the MSTIP

Roadway Access onto Elwert Road. Development of the Sherwood West area would require
the creation of a secondary collector road paralleling Elwert Road to provide access for
businesses and residential developments. This secondary road alignment could potentially
run from Chapman Road north to Edy Road. The crossing of Chicken Creek would be a major
obstacle for any road extension to Scholls-Sherwood Road. ldeally, any parallel collector road
would reconnect to Elwert Road prior to the Elwert Road/Edy Road intersection. From that
point on, the Elwert Road vertical alignment would be reconstructed to correct the vertical
curve and sight distance issues. The intersections north of Edy Road include Schroeder Road,

Conzelmann Road and Scholls-Sherwood Road. These intersections would likely need to be

reconfigured to meet appropriate design standards.

Highway 99W is a state designated freight corridor and limited access highway. lt is identified
as a principal arterial in both the WACO TSP and COS TSP. Access onto Highway 99W would
be coordinated with the Oregon Department of Transportation. The intersections of SW

Chapman, SW Brookman and SW Elwert roads will all need to be studied and possibly
reconfigured or signalized depending on the amount of traffic generated by future land uses

within the area.



Scholls-Sherwood Road is designated as an arterial within the WACO TSP. According to
Washington County, rural arterials serve a mix of rural-to-urban and farm-to-market traffic.
ln some cases rural arterials, especially in rural/urban fringe areas, accommodate significant
amounts of urban-to-urban through-traffic during peak commuting time periods. This is not
the intended function of the ruralarterial designation and is often the result of congestion
on urban arterials. Rather, arterials are intended to provide freight movement in support of
principal arterials. Arterials have strong access controlfor cross streets and driveways. There
are two intersections along Scholls-Sherwood Road within the study area. As mentioned
earlier, the intersection with Elwert Road will require additional study, reconfiguration,
and eventual signalization as Sherwood West is developed. The intersection of Roy Rogers

Road was recently reconfigured and signalized as a Washington County transportation
improvement. Per the current COS TSP

standards for arterial roads, new access

should be spaced between 600 to 1,000 feet
apart.

Roy Rogers Roød is designated as an arterial
within the WACO TSP. The same standards
that apply to Scholls-Sherwood Road would
apply to Roy Rogers Road as well.

"l would like to be able to wolk to a
commercíal areo - please be sure you plon

for a safe pedestfian crossing of Elwert Rd

sa that my neighbors and I can safely dccess

this orea."
-Survey Respondent

Both Edy ond Chopmon roøds are classified as collectors withín WACO TSP. Edy Road is also
designated a collector street wíthin the COS TSP. Collector streets provide both access and
circulation between residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural community areas and
the arterial system. Collectors tend to carry fewer motor vehicles than arterials, with reduced
travel speeds. Collectors may serve as freight access routes, providing local connections to
the arterial network. Generally, collector status roads are intended to connect neighborhoods
to nearby centers, corridors, station areas, main streets and nearby destinations in the urban
area. ln the rural area, collectors are a primary link between the localstreet system and
arterials for freight, people, goods and services. Access control on collectors is moderate, and
direct driveway connections are discouraged.

The remoining streets within the study area are classified as local streets within the WACO

TSP. Local streets primarily provide dírect access to adjacent land. Whíle local streets are not
intended to serve through-traffic, the aggregate effect of local street design can impact the
effectiveness of the arterial and collector system when local tríps are forced onto the arterial
street network due to a lack of adequate local street connectivity. Rural local roads have

traditionally provided access to a variety of rural land uses including agriculture, forestry,
quarry activities, low-density rural residential uses as well as rural commercial and industrial
uses. The local streets within the study area are paved with narrow lane widths and roadside
ditches to provide drainage. These streets do not include traffic calming measures, sidewalks,
or lighting.

Given the terrain, the presence of existing significant natural areas, and the current
parcelization of the area, there are likely to be significant costs and challenges with
constructing and connecting roadways within the study area. The Street Functional
Classification Maps from the WACO TSP and COS TSP are shown ín Appendix 3F and 3G,

respectively.



The Sherwood West Concept Plan identifies land use development patterns and associated
transportation facilities that are expected within the bounds of the plan area. More work is required
to better understand how urban development in Sherwood West will influence regional travel
patterns and how growth in this area might change current regional transportation plans. The
following provides some preliminary thoughts about the issues and challenges that lie ahead.

Reg i o no I Trave I Potte rn s

The primary land use type within the Sherwood West plan area is residential, so commuting
traffic will be significant as workers travel to and from their respective job locations. A snapshot of
commuter travel patterns was taken from US Census data as of 2013. Today, Sherwood residents
primarily travel in the northeast direction to Tigard, Tualatin and Portland, and, to a lesser extent, to
the north, to Beaverton, Aloha and Hillsboro for work trips. Far less commuters travel to the south
and southwest.

Signilícdnt Congestíon on Regional Routes

The regional corridors that serve Sherwood's primary commute patterns include SW Roy Rogers

Road, Highway 99W and SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road. Each of these facilities operate with heavy
congestion during many hours of the day. Continued land development in the south end of the
Portland Metro area and, to a lesser extent, Yamhill County, will extend the congested periods on
these regional routes to occur for more hours of the day. So, traffic congestion will likely start earlier
and last longer.

Some travelers opt to use more rural roads to get to their destinations. For example, SW River
Road, SW 175th Avenue and SW Clark Road are popular rural routes into the Aloha and Hillsboro
areas from Sherwood. However, these facilities are not intended to be used by high vehicle traffic
volumes, and any design constraints often result in safety concerns when heavily used (for example
sharp corners on SW 175th Avenue). Washington County is challenged to keep up with growth in
urban traffic using rural facilities. For example, the County recently installed traffic signals at several
intersections on SW Roy Rogers Road to address safety concerns on that corridor. Transit services
are available only on Highway 99W at this time. However, buses are subject to the same congestion
and delays that are experienced by other regional travelers, which makes it a less attractive travel
option. No additional transit services are planned on other regional routes in this area.

Future Solutions

As the region grows, long-range transportation plans have considered a variety of solutions to
address the severe congestion on regional highways and arterials in the south Metro area. Oregon
land use law places limitations on transportation systems outside of the UGB. ln orderfor roads
to be improved up to urban standards, they must be within the UGB. lncreasing roadway capacity
for autos and trucks can be prohibitively expensive. Transportation service providers are turning
to better system management tools, such as the travel time displays on Highway 99W to inform
travelers of real time traffic conditions.

Hígh capacity transit services were considered on the Highway 99W corridor as part of the SW

Corridor Planning work led by Metro and ODOT. At this time, the most promising option is to
upgrade transit service frequency and quality to be more competitive with general auto travel,



Parks and Trails

Adopted in October 2006, the Parks and Recreation Master Plan conducted a comprehensive
review of existing recreation facilities and land resources, and developed goals, objectives,
and actions to implement long term strategies for future park development, preservation,

design, and funding mechanisms. Key recommendatíons of the plan include completion of
the community trail system and expansion of recreation opportunities such as construction
of a skate park.

The Master Plan analyzed lands and facilities in the Sherwood city limits and includes
mention of the Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge (about 1- mile north of the city). At its
nearest point, the Wildlife Refuge is lessthan a quarter-milefrom the northeast pointof the
Sherwood West study area. Within the city limits, Sherwood manages over 300 acres of open
space íncluding most of the 100-year floodplain along Cedar Creek and portions along Rock

Creek.

ln total, 6.5 miles of paved multi-use trails are present in the City's existing open space

system. Existing hard surface trails terminate at Highway 99 just south of Sunset Boulevard
and approximately 600 feet to the north at Highway 99 in the greenway north of the
Sherwood YMCA. These are the closest multi-use trail connections to the Sherwood West
study area. The planned lce Age Tonquin Trail alignment will parallel Roy Rodgers Road at the
northeast edge of the study area. The future trail will traverse through Sherwood along Cedar

Creek and connect to the Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge. The completed Tonquin
Trail system will link the cities of Sherwood, Tualatin, and Wilsonville.

There are no formal multi-use
trails or parks in Sherwood
West. Chicken Creek forms
a natural greenway flowing
southwest to northeast through
the study area, eventually
draining to the Tualatin River

via Cedar Creek. The Cedar

Creek greenway through
the city connects at Chicken
Creek. West Fork Chicken

Creek and Goose Creek form
smaller natura I greenways
in the central and southeast
portions of the study area,
respectively. Upper Chicken

Creek, a 38-acre Metro-owned
natural area, is located just outside
the study area and abuts its western edge south of Kruger Road

While the Parks Master Plan does not detail needs for the Sherwood West area, Chapter 5
of the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan establishes minimum standards for parks and open
space. Those minimum standards are summarized in the following Table 3.

OieCon



Table 3. Guidelines for Providing Parks, Recreation and Trail Facilities in Sherwood

TYPE SIZE LEVEL OF SERVICE

Tot Lots/
Mini-Parks

General Open Space

- Greenway

Natural Trails and

Scenic Pathways

Conservation
Management Area

2,400 sq. ft. to 1 acre in size

2-5 acres in size

variable depending
on location

average of 1-2 miles long
use intensity -50 people/day

not specified

Neighborhood Parks

Community Park 10-25 acres in size

Minimum of I acre to serve needs of 1,000 people

Minimum of 1 acre to serve needs of 500 people or 1 park to
a neighborhood of 2,000 to 4,000 people

Minimum of 1 acre to serve needs of 1,000 people or 1 park
to a community of 20-25,000 people

Acres per population density is variable but intended
to serve entire community

These typically border transportation and utility corridors,
floodplains and other areas of natural and scenic value

These generally consist of areas within the 100-year flood
plain that are described as wetlands, marsh, bogs, and ponds,

and includes all creek and natural drainage ways

The Comprehensive Plon emphasizes that pork facilities must be accessible and centrol to the populotion it serves. For example, the service

oreo of o neíghborhood park is considered to be %-mile in rodius.

The Cedar Creek Trail is a planned off-street multi-modal hard surface trail approximately 12 feet wide that begins on the
eastern edge of Sherwood at the Murdock/Oregon Street roundabout and runs parallel to the Cedar Creek Trail generally
through the center oftown and the Cedar Creek corridor north to SW Roy Rogers Road. The City received a federal
Regional Flexible Fund grant for design and construction of portions of trail. The project segment from Oregon Street to
the SW Meinecke-99W intersection is in the design phase and will be constructed in 2OL-l . Funds are available to include
an add¡tional pedestrian/bicycle marked at-grade crossing at the signal at SW Meinecke-Highway 99W, to serve as a short-
term solution to better connect pedestrians and bicyclists on both sides of 99W

The long-term plans for the Cedar Creek Trail include a direct connection with an over or undercross¡ng of 99W within
the Cedar Creek corridor, seamlessly connecting both sides of the ttighway with a multi-modal shared use pathway. The

City is planning the final alignment within the Cedar Creek corridor north of Highway 99W to Roy Rogers, but construction
funds have not been allocated for this segment at this time. The Cedar Creek Trail is a section of the Metro Regional lce

Age Tonquin Trail, a 15-mile planned tra¡lthat will one day pass through Wilsonville, Tualatin, Sherwood and parts of
Washington and Clackamas County

Ultimately, the intention is to connect the Cedar Creek Trailto the Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge western parking
area, just outside of city limits to the north. The Cedar Creek Trail will be able to connect with the planned trail network
within the Sherwood West planning area. Specifically, Cedar Creek flows into Chicken Creek and there is an opportun¡ty
to connect the trail system near their confluence with a multi-modaltrail linking the Cityt trail network to Sherwood
West. By adding this integral connection point, the entire Sherwood West community may safely walk or bike to all points
within the City using the trail network within Sherwood West by linking to the Cedar Creek Trail.

Cedar Creek Trail



Environment and Natural Resources

FLOODPLA¡NS

There is a defined 100-year floodplain for a portion of Chicken Creek and West Fork Chicken

Creek within Sherwood West (Figure 6). The floodplain for Cedar Creek at its intersection
with Chicken Creek is also defined. These floodplain areas currently appear to be natural
greenways within the study area. The upper reaches of Chicken Creek and Goose Creek do
not have available flood study data.

WETLANDS

National Wetland lnventory (NWl)-mapped wetlands in the study area are most prominent
along the riparian corridor of Chicken Creek. Three smaller wetland areas are also shown
outside this corridor-two near Chicken Creek and one near the headwaters of Goose Creek.
ln total, the NWI-mapped wetlands comprise just over 31 acres within the study area. The
local wetland inventory from Metro is identical to the NWl.

Additional areas of wetlands are also likely present within the study area. These wetlands
would most likely occur along smaller tributaries of Chicken Creek, Cedar Creek and Goose
Creek as well as in areas of mapped hydric soils. The Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) maps three hydric soil series within the study area: Wapato silty clay loam, Huberly
silt loam, and Delena silt loam. Wapato soils occur within the floodplains of the major
streams within the study area; Huberly soils occur on stream terraces and in the agricultural
fields in the northern portion of the study area; and Delena soils occur in swales in the
upper portions of the watersheds. Additional wetlands are likely present within areas of
mapped hydric soíls. An inventory would be necessary to determine the likely extent of these
wetlands. Wetlands, streams, and naturalwaterbodies would also have a buffer regulated by
Clean Water Services (CWS). These buffers generally extend up to 50 feet from the boundary
of the sensitive area, but may extend farther in areas where slopes greater than 25% occur
adjacent to the sensitive area.

SLOPE HAZARD

Steep slopes (25% and
greater) in Sherwood
West are defined along
drainage corridors for
Chicken Creek, West
Fork Chicken Creek,
Goose Creek, and their
tributaries (Figure 7).

The steeper slopes are
linear along the banks of
these drainage ways. ln addition, a higher point in the southwest portion of the study area
has slopes that exceed 25To. Generally, the study area has an undulating form but not drastic
changes in terrain relief. Slope analysis in GIS calculated the results shown below in Table 4
(acreages clipped to the Sherwood West boundary).

Table 4. Summary of Slope Hazard Area within the Study Area

SLOPE (%) AREA (acres) PORTION OF STUDY AREA (%)

67
17

7

4
5

1,29tTOTAL 100

0-10
10-15
15-20
20-25

>25

862
220
92

54
63



ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES

Endangered and threatened species may occur within the study area if suitable habitat is

present. Data from the Oregon Biodiversity lnformation Center (ORBIC) indicates that one
federally listed fish and one state-listed plant have been documented within two miles of
the study area. Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss), which is federally listed as threatened,
is known to occur in Chicken Creek and Cedar Creek. White rock larkspur (Delphinium
leucophaeum), which is state-listed as endangered, is known to occur to the south of the
study area and could occur within the study area if suitable habitat exists.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) lists nine additional federally listed endangered,
threatened, and candidate species that are known or suspected to occur in Washíngton
County (Table 5). None of these species are known to occur within the study area, but they
could occur if suitable habitat is present. An inventory of the study area would be necessary
to document the occurrence of these species or the presence/absence of suitable habitat
within the study area.

Yellow-billed cuckoo
Northern spotted owl
Marbled murrelet

Streaked horned lark
Nelson's checkermallow
Willamette daisy
Kincaid's lupine
Fender's blue butterfly
Red tree vole

Coccyzus americanus
Strix occidentalis caurinus
Brachyrhamphus marmoratus
Eremophila alpestris strigata
Sidalcea nelsoniana
Erigeron decumbens var. decumbens
Lupinus sulphureus ssp. kincaidii
lcaricia icarioides fender
Arborimus longicaudus

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Endangered
Threatened
Endangered
Candidate

Table 5. Endangered and Threatened Species

Common Name Scientific Name Status Comments

Habitat not present
Habitat not present



Figure 6. Floodplains and Wetlands (Title 13 Lands lnventory), Sherwood West
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Figure 7. Slope Hazard, Sherwood West
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Landform Analysis

Throughout the Sherwood West Planning Process, citizens and stakeholders have highlighted Sherwood's

small-town character as the leading identifier to help describe the quality of life. ln Section lll, The

Sherwood Growth Story, we raised the idea that this character could be related to the fact that Sherwood

is comprised of a series of walkable neíghborhoods. ln the following chapter we explore this idea

further as we take a closer look at the landscape upon which the community was built. The paradox we
attempted to explain is this: How is it possible that the Sherwood community consistently describes itself
as "small-town", despite its booming expansion from 3,000 to nearly 19,000 people in just over 20 years?

How can Sherwood hold on to this identity, character and quality as it continues to grow?

DOMINANT TANDFORMS

To better understand the underlying topography we first studied a variety of maps at different
scales. The first map we looked at came from the State of Oregon's ESRI data viewer. The map

shows Sherwood in a slightly larger context to include the surrounding communities of Newberg,

Wilsonville and Tualatin. There is a clear separation between the cities and dramatic landforms
in between. The shaded relief character of the map clearly shows a wide variety of topographies:
rivers, flat flood plains, creeks and hills. These landscape forms play a crucial role in Sherwood's
location relative to its neighbors. We recognize four main land forms, as shown in Figure 8. By

accentuating the hillsides with shading, a pattern of steep hillsides, moderate hillsides and flat lands

appears. From this particular map it is clear to see that Sherwood settled on a flat plain adjacent to a

system of creeks and is surrounded by hills to the east, west and south, and the flat floodplain of the
Tualatin River to the north. Sherwood settled in the middle of a landscape that is highly varied and

quite stunning in its characteristics.

The Chehalem Mountains to the West, as seen from Synder
Park

.É'l.t\--

Tualatin River as seen from Roy Rogers Road

lmages from Google

Tonquin Scablands to the east, as seen from Tualatin/
Sherwood Road

Parrett Mountain, as seen driving south on Highway 99W
at Chapman Road
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What unites these four landforms is water. Precipitation falling on the landscape finds its way to
the lowest point of the Tualatin Valley, carving out canyons, valleys and stream beds along the way
This process provides the final key landscape ingredient: creeks. Sherwood is characterized by its
relationship with three significant creeks:

1. Cedar Creek: providing the origin of Sherwood. lt runs through the entire town, providing
distinct places along the way such as Stella Olson Park and the 'gateways" into Sherwood
where it crosses 99W.

2. Rock Creek: the natural organic boundary to the east side of Sherwood. lt runs through the
Tonquin Scablands, a valley that resulted from erosion and scouring during seasons of thawing
and freezing in the last ice-age. Crossing Rock Creek creates several distinct gateways, like at
the Oregon Street/Murdock Road Roundabout.

3. Chicken Creek: on the west side of Sherwood and an important part of the Sherwood West
Study area. Chicken Creek provides extremely valuable fish habitat and is very visible from
Elwert Road but also from Roy Rogers Road where it creates another natural "gateway".

Eventually all three creeks find their way to the Tualatin River. The river's floodplain is relatively flat,
forming a wide open landscape with territorial víews of Mount Hood and the Cascade Range.

A LANDSCAPE BASED URBAN FORM

Over time, Sherwood nestled itself into this landscape, by occupying pockets between creek
branches and bounded by steeper hillsides. The resulting urban form is broken up into
smaller, neighborhood-sized fragments, connected by stream corridors and adjacent trails.
Nearly every resident is only a short walk away from nature, thus defining a connection with
nature as the most dominant sense of place.

Sherwood West offers similar conditions for neighborhood-sized, landform based "place-
making" that is in line with Sherwood's existing identity. The interface between future urban
areas and existing natural environment will be a defining quality of Sherwood. How we
plan for this interface today will have major implications on the character of our community
tomorrow.

PLANNING AREA TANDFORM BASED SUB.DISTRICTS

ln the Sherwood West Area, four distinct sub-areas are recognized within the dramatic
landscape of the creeks, hills and valleys. For the purpose of identification only, they have

been given the following working-titles:

o The North District: south of Scholls-Sherwood road, north of Chicken Creek
o The West District: in the middle of the planning area, directly west of
Elwert Road and east of Chicken Creek
o The Far West District: west of Chicken Creek and adjacent to Edy Road
o The Southwest District: north of Chapman Road and south of Goose Creek
(a tributary to Cedar Creek)

Each of these districts is defined by strong landforms, but the most significant feature is

Chicken Creek. Chicken Creek forms the western edge of the southwest and west districts,
before it turns east to cross and divide the entire Sherwood West planning area. The



northwest and far-west districts are on the other side of Chicken Creek, compared to the rest
of Sherwood. Crossing Chicken Creek for urban development is not only challenging from an
infrastructure point of view, it also presents a psychological threshold of sorts. By crossing
the naturaltopographical boundary, Sherwood would quite líterally jump over a threshold
and move into territory that has less clear (and near) boundaries. The decision to expand
across Chicken Creek should be carefully considered as such development could open the
door to future urban expansions beyond Sherwood West, which could challenge Sherwood's
sma I l-scale character.

IDENTITY

Sherwood is special. lt is not like any other place in the Portland Metropolitan Area. lts
landscape setting truly sets it apart from anywhere else: Newberg is on the other side
of the Chehalem Mountains; Wilsonville is across Parrot Mountain; Tualatin is across the
Tonquin Scablands, and Tigard and Beaverton are across the Tualatin River and its associated
floodplain.

It is this sense of separation that creates the unique character and identity of Sherwood. This
character was expressed and valued by the majority of the people that engaged with this
project. Throughout the process it has become clear that this is the identity that should form
the blue print for the future of Sherwood.

For over a century, Sherwood has been uniquely shaped by its relationship to the landscape
and the creeks in particular. As Sherwood evolves and grows, it seems prudent to continue
cultivating the quality of life that this relationship brings to the community. These geographic
and quality of life assets are the foundation of Sherwood's special identity. These assets
deserve to be retained and celebrated.

Sunsef Boulevard, Sherwood Oregon



VI. Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan

The Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan is the result of significant input from the community,
technical advisors, stakeholders and City staff. The Plan builds upon a collective process in which we

. ldentified existing conditions and key opportunities;

. Developed a vision, set goals and proposed evaluation criteria;

. Designed alternative concept plan scenarios;

. And considered the relative merits of each scenario and the key features that best
represent the goals and objectives of Sherwood West.

Development of Alternatives

We crafted three draft alternatives to reflect a wide range of ideas in collaboration with the
Community Advisory Committee, the Technical Advisory Committee, City staff and the community.
The alternatives were intended to explore and compare a variety of ideas in order to solicit
preferences for individual and collective plan elements to be combined and advanced into a single
preferred alternative. Each alternative recognized the four distinct sub-areas: the North District,
West District, Far West District and the Southwest District. See Appendix 5 for a map of each

alternative and their supporting narrative.

Preferred Alternatíve

The resulting Preferred Alternative is crafted in response to guidance received from stakeholders,
technical advisers, City staff and the community on the three alternatives. The Plan directly builds
upon the landform analysis and the area's existing conditions, which strongly suggests that the
unique identity of Sherwood is defined by its walkable neighborhoods, "nestled" into the rich

landscape of creeks, hillsides and valleys. Sherwood's landscape continues to offer direction for
future urban growth based on existing characteristics.

Recognizing that the Plan may be subject to revisions over time, it is illustrated in a way that
emphasizes its fludity and conceptual nature. The Plan carries forward two transportation options
(Option L and 2) to reflect the impact of the intersection alignment of SW Edy and SW Elwert Roads,

which is the largest potential transportation development in Sherwood West (Figure 9.1and 9.2).
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CAC members and Sherwood residents at the final communÍty Open House in October, 2015.



Figure 9.1 Sherwood west Prel¡minary Concept Plân, Option t
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Figure 9.2 sherwood west Prel¡minâry Concept Plan, option 2
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ln Sherwood West, each of the four (4) distinct sub-areas is recognized as having unique qualities
within the dramatic landscape of these creeks, hills and valleys. These districts are discussed

below as they are shown in Option 1 of the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan (Figure 9.1).

The North District is a mixed-housing neighborhood
organized around a new school, neighborhood park
and mixed-use node. Residential intensities transition
from center to edge of the neighborhood. The corner
of Roy Rogers and Scholls/Sherwood Road is envisioned
as a sports and recreation area that serves the City of
Sherwood but allows easy access to visiting athletes from
elsewhere in the region. This center could include many
services, such as indoor and outdoor sports facilities and
arenas, a community pool and other recreational spaces
that cater to both children and adults.

The location of the sports and recreation area on the edge
of town offers both local (non-motorized) access from the
adjacent neighborhood, as well as vehicular access from
the adjacent arterial network. The neighborhood park
connects the sports and recreation area with the school
and a trail along a Chicken Creek branch. Residential
housing is oriented towards the collective open space. West of Elwert Road, residences are
organized around a smaller neighborhood park that marks the high point of a topographic rídge.
The headwaters provide the terminus for a second Chicken Creek branch trail. These trails connect
to parks, other natural features and the larger, city wide trails system.

" I love the community surrounding the school ond park and really like the athletíc fields -

this is needed in Sherwood. I olso like the troil connectivity between tl'te schools, homes and
ath I etí c fi el d s." -Su rvey Re s po n d e nt

EÊ6rOSF^t
IEGHÈaHCO4

The West District is a mixed-housing district organized
around a new school, neighborhood park and mixed-use
center. A new neighborhood connector street paralleling
Elwert serves the neighborhood from the west side.
The road follows the break in topography to create an

area for residential develipment that is anchored by the
school site. Housing intensities transition out from this
mixed-use center (high to low)with hillside residential on
the higher and steeper slopes. Elwert Road is envisioned
to be a multi-modal boulevard and extension of Sunset
Boulevard, east of Highway 99W. The intersection of
Kruger, Elwert and Highway 99W is reconfigured with
a roundabout that conforms to the existing City of
Sherwood and Washington County Transportation System

Plans.
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The Far West District includes a mixed residential
neighborhood with the higher and steeper elevations
envisioned to be hillside residential. The northeast
corner of this district is set aside for a nature park

to capitalize on the existing habitat values and

sensitive topography. Stream corridor buffers are
generous to reflect community priorities for natural
featu re protectio n, recreation a n d con nectivity.
While the width of these corridors may be reduced
in refinement planning stages to reflect regulatory
constraints, the recreational features such as trails
would remain within the corridor.

Option 1- of the Plan shows the intersection of Edy

and Elwert Road in a new proposed location to

The Southwest District is a mostly residential
neighborhood with varying intensities and hillside
residential on the higher and steeper elevations
slopes. Thís district includes a "Gateway to Wine
Country" adjacent to Highway 99W that could
facilitate unique opportunities based on Sherwood's
geographic location relative to surrounding wineries
tourism, lodging, a visitor center and other wine
industry and agricultural-related commercial uses.

An integraltrail system is included to provide

safe, convenient and comfortable non-motorized
connections between all districts and existing
Sherwood destinations, includ ing the historic

downtown.
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reduce the impact of infrastructure improvements (road widening) on sensitive creek confluences,
as shown in the adjacent graphic. This shift offers the additional benefit of potentially discouraging
regionalfreight traffic that seeks an alternative north-south route to Highway 99W. lnitial cost
estimates for improvements to the Edy/Elwert intersection show that the proposed realignment
would be more cost-effective than improving the existing roads in their current location. However,

because this realignment requires further study, Option 2 of the Plan shows the intersection in its

original location for purposes of comparison.

w8¡¡a@s

The Gateway District shown in the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan is appropriately named: along Highway 99,

Sherwood trans¡tions the Portland metropolitan area into the Willamette Valley's wine country. Situated at this entry point,

Sherwood has an opportunity to capitalize on visitors entering or leaving wine country on Highway 99, and draw more heavily

on the regional tourist market. To tailor services to the growing wine and specialty agriculture tourism industry, the Gateway

District could have lodging appropriate for tourists, tasting rooms, a restaurant, coffee shop and boutique oriented around a

central plaza. ln Walla Walla, Washington, the Walla Walla lncubators provide an interesting example of the kind of development
that could be paired with restaurants, lodging, and small retail shops to comprise Sherwood's Gateway District.

Because this specific opportun¡ty has not been studied, more market analysis and building design will be necessary before
planning and implementation of the Gateway District. See Appendix 7: Retail/Commercial lmplementation for more information

Gateway to Wine Country
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The intersection alignment of SW Edy and 5W Elwert Roads is the largest potential transportation development in the Sherwood
West Preliminary Concept Plan. An analysis of how this intersection will be handled was predicated on the development of
realistic options and a comparison of the pros and cons of any developed alternative. Two preferred options were identified and
analyzed with respect to constructability, construction costs, and environmental impacts.

Option 1

Option l consists of realigning SW Elwert Road and SW Edy

Road to cross two Chicken Creek tributary streams at the
narrowest points in order to reduce or eliminate wetland
mitigation issues. The realignment also eliminates the excessive
fills within the SW Elwert/SW Edy Road intersection and
follows the existing terrain. Option 1 will require construction
of structural bridging and acquisition of right-of-way to
accommodate the realignment of SW Elwert Road.

rThe realignment of SW Elwert Road will include the construction
of roundabouts at major intersections, such as with SW Edy

Road. The combination of roundabouts and curved alignments
would likely discourage freight traffic usage of the road and
reduce speeds of commuter traffic while still allowing significant
local residential and commuter traffic flow. Option 1

Thisoptionhasthebenefitofflexibilityrelativetositedevelopment. Theneedtoinitiatethisprojectwouldbepredicatedon
thedevelopmentoftheNorthDistrict. TheNorthDistricthassignificantsitedevelopment¡tems(e.g.school,reg¡onal athletic
facility) that would require and be able to cover the majority of the cost of constructing the improvements due to the availability
of government funding options. The realignment has the benefit of taking advantage of minimizing environmental impacts and
impeding the use of the route to freight traffic. Construction of this option will also allow the existing SW Elwert/SW Edy Road
alignments and intersection to remain in use until construction of the realigned roadway is nearly complete. Analysis of the
estimated construction costs indicate that this option, although expensive, has the least cost and impact to local and commuter
traffic during construction.

\(,

Option 2

Option 2 consists of correcting the vertical alignment of the SW
Edy/SW Elwert Road intersection to meet American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (ASSHTO)

design standards. This means raising the road elevation
(approximately 10-20 feet) to flatten the rolling topography for
safer stopping sight distances at intersections. The impacts from
the intersection along SW Elwert Road from this action extend
for approximately 2,050 feet, and approximately 790 feet along
SW Edy Road.

By raising the road along this length, there would be impacts to
the existing right-of-way and adjacent wetlands due to the need
for additional fill. lt is estimated that an additional 20 to 40 feet
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(30 foot average) of right-of-way would be required to account Option 2
for fill slope. Additionally, the existing culvert crossing would most
likely need to be updated to meet future Clean Water Services (CWS), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) requirements.

Option 2 does lend itself to phased development in conjunction with the North District for the same reasoning as Option 1.

However, reconstruction of SW Elwert Road would likely require complete closure of the roadway to through traffic until the
roadway completion. This would have a definite negative impact to local and commuter traffic during the anticipated 1 to 2 year
construction phase.

Analysis of the estimated construction costs indicate that this option is the most expensive due to the required mitigation of
environmental impacts, and would have the greatest impact to local and commuter traffic during construction. Please see
Appendix 8 for the full Transportation Options Alternative Analysis Report.

SW Edy/SW Elwert Road lnterception Pros and Cons



Evaluating the Preferred Alternative

The planning process began with crafting a vision for Sherwood West. With careful guidance from
the community, a set of goals and evaluation criteria were created to help weigh the relative merits
of each alternative concept plan and the key features that best represent the vision for Sherwood
West. The vision is shown below:

"sherwoodWestcomplementstheCity'sform ond smalltown characterthrough on integrated
ond continued pattern of the community's most valued neighborhoods. Through a range of
well-designed housing optionsand protected naturalareas,SherwoodWestiso greatplacefor

fomilies. lt helps satisfy the City's need for well-planned growth ond other community needs.

Designed as o complete community, development is orderly, altractive ond protects views.

The areo is well administered and development contributestothe fiscal health of Sherwood."

Table 6 shows how well the Preferred Alternative meets each of the six goals for Sherwood West,
as well as the criteria used to evaluate the Plan's performance. A high mark indicates outstanding
performance, going above and beyond the evaluation criteria to meet the goal. A medium mark
indicates good performance, where the Plan meets the critería but may need more work to meet
the goal. Finally, a low mark indicates that the Plan's performance is satisfactory but it must
incorporate additional considerations to meet the goal.

CAC Members discussing Sherwood West using a hands-on map activity



Table 6. Evaluation of Preferred Concept Plan

Growth is well-
planned

. Neighborhoods are
phased adjacent to
existing development
. Well phased

extension of services
. Connectivity

. Neighborhoods are well connected
and build upon adjacent development,
yet will rely on a coordinated extension
of infrastructure services.

Design includes
complete

community
attributes

. lncorporates nature

. Neighborhood retail

. Provides amenities
that cannot be located
in existing Sherwood

. A "Gateway to Wine Country" could
help facilitate tourism opportunities
through lodging, a visitor center and
wine-related commercial uses.
. Small scale retail serves
neighborhoods within walking distance
¡ An integraltrail system provides safe,

convenient and comfortable non-
motorized connections between all

districts, the existing Sherwood trail
system and historic downtown

Development
respects and
recognizes

Sherwood pattern,
heritage and small

town feel

. Walkable

. lntegrates with
existing Sherwood
. View corridors,
natural features
retained

. Development is "nestled" into the
rich landscape of creeks, valleys and
hillsides.
. Neighborhoods are walkable and
accessible.

Concepts promote
health

¡ Easy to walk,
bike and access

other recreational
oppportunities

. Walking trails connect neighborhoods
to parks, schools and the Sports and
Recreation area.
. Neighborhoods are organized around
nature.
. Roads are multimodal boulevards
serving pedestrians, cyclists and
motorists.

Development
protects and

provídes access to
nature

. View corridor, other
assets protected
.Walking trails along
herítage resources

. Edy/Elwert realignment avoids the
sensitive confluence of streams.
. Development respects topography
and wide riparian buffers.

lmplementation is

pragmatic

. Options minimze cost
of infrastructure
. Balance of benefits
and burdens of
development

. Realigning the Edy/Elwert
intersection appears to be more cost-
effective than bringing the current
facilities up to standard.

Evaluation
Criteria High Med LowGOAL Comments



s_rJVll. Sherwood West Phasing and Funding Strategy

This chapter provides a high-level Phasing and Funding strategy that accompanies the Sherwood
West Prelimínary Concept Plan. Broadly, the purpose of this strategy is to inform decisions
regarding possible future urban development in Sherwood West by providing preliminary
information regarding an approach to funding and phasing infrastructure, services, and the other
elements of the complete community envisioned in the Plan.

ln response to the preliminary nature of the Plan itself, the strategy is not prescriptive and specific,
but instead: (1) identifies a place for a more detailed implementation strategy when a concept
or master plan is developed; and (2) identifies financial and other barriers or challenges to
implementation and preliminary approaches to overcome them. Development and infrastructure
cannot advance without the willing participation of property owners.

This Funding and Phasing Strategy was completed in two major steps. Early in the process of
developing the pre-concept plan, key City staff and other stakeholders were interviewed regarding
infrastructure and service provísions in the area. Key findings from the ínterviews helped the
consultant team and City staff to understand current financial constraints and opportunities
associated with the provision of infrastructure; these constraints and opportunities created a

foundation for the development of the land use alternatives (see Appendix 6: Service Provider
lnterviews for more information). Then, once the Preferred Alternative was identified, a framework
was developed for phasing and funding that considers appropriate timing for development
and funding sources. City staff provided cost estimates and recommended phasing criteria for
consideration. ln addition to comments from the consultant team and City staff, this Phasing

and Funding Strategy also incorporates input from the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and

Commun ity Advisory Committee (CAC).

Phasing

Development in Sherwood West will require infrastructure investments to bring rural roads to urban
standards, cross creeks and other natural habitat areas, and address topography that creates challenges for
stormwater drainage and sewer and water provision. These complications are anticipated to carry relatively
high costs, and require that the City consider phasing in infrastructure to match a development timeline,
rather than building infrastructure all at once. Overall, phasing will be dependent on many variables,
including the willingness of property owners, funding availability, the availabílity of buildable lands, and
growth in the City of Sherwood as a whole. With input from interviews with local service providers and

analysis completed by City Engineer, the consultant team created an initial phasing plan for the Plan, which
will be considered in more detail if and when Sherwood West is brought into the regional UGB and is
preparing to allow urban-level development.

Because the approach to addressing the Edy-Elwert alignment will affect phasing boundaries, two phasing

boundary maps are shown (similar to the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan maps). Figure 10.1 and

10.2 show the two phasing options to reflect the Edy-Elwert realignment alternatives, as well as an order of
magnitude for estimated costs associated with each identified area. The area numbers correspond with the
desired phasing timeline. Note that the boundaries for the phasing strategy are not intended to align with
the district boundaries put forth in the Sherwood West Prelíminary Concept Plan.



Figure 10.1Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan Phasing, Option 1
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Areas E-F:
Lower density
development to
occur in later
phases

Area D:
Requires road reconstruct¡on and right
of way acquisition, but would be
completed w¡th other phases

Area C, Option 1:

$65-80 million
Realign Edy Road to cross
Chicken Creek west of
existíng alignment, build two
bridges

Area A: 535-50 million
Most infrastructure in place. Requires
temporary sanitary sewer pump.
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Area B: $35-50 million
Requires new sewer line through the
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Figure 10.2 Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan Phasing, Option 2
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completed with other phases

Area C, Option 2:
$80-95 million
Reconstruct Elwert Road to
cross Chicken Creek with
current alignment. Requires
substantialfill in.
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Phasing and Costs for Roads, Sanitary Sewer, Water and Stormwater

The project team, with support from outside engineers, evaluated phasing and costs for city-
controlled hard infrastructure (roads, sanitary sewer, watef; stormwater, site preparation, traffic
elements, and right-of-way acquisition). Generally, Area A has good development potential: it is
relatively flat, adjacent to existing Sherwood development and already contains city-owned land
that can be leveraged for right-of-way or for development. lt includes planned transportation
improvements at the roundabout intersection of Elwert Road and Kruger Road, and unlike other
parts of Sherwood West, could be served with a temporary sanitary sewer pump station (though
Clean Water Services has expressed concerns over the installation of a temporary pump station).
Alternatively, the area could be served with a new sewer trunk line through the Brookman area
(as described below), which would serve both Areas A and B. Overall, Area A presents the best
near-term opportunity for development in Sherwood West.

After Area A, development could either move to the north or south, but both areas require major
infrastructure improvements to be ready for development. The area to the south, Area
B, will require approximately 8,000 linear feet of new sewer line through the Brookman area
to accommodate new development, by itself estimated to cost approxímately Sf .Z million.
Developing to the north, Area C, requires crossing Chicken Creek, which would be a large and
expensive infrastructure project. Given preliminary cost estimates, Area B is less expensive to
serve than Area C, especially if Brookman is annexed, as the sewer line would also serve the
Brookman area. lf Brookman is annexed and develops, it is likely that developers in the Brookman
area would cover the proportionate cost of the sewer line that serves Area B.

Development of Areas D, E, and F should occur after Areas A, B, and C. The infrastructure requíred
for development in Area D will occur in Phase C and therefore, the City Engineer identified
infrastructure costs in Area D as insignificant. Areas E and F, to be developed last, face significant
topographical issues that will require a water tower upgrade and pump system for upper
elevations. The new system will be a large and expensive undertaking for the City. Costs will be

identified during future refinement plans.

Several variables could affect the order in which the areas develop. For example, development
in Area C may be driven largely by the need for a new school facility to accommodate cíty-wide
growth. lf the City needs a new school early in the phasing strategy, Area C could potentially
develop before other areas. The possible future development of the Brookman area would also
affect the costs for infrastructure as well as the timeline for development.

The preliminary costs showing in Figure 10.1 and 10.2 are estimates of the TOTAT costs for
infrastructure development in the area, regardless of the funding source. Some of those costs
are likely to be covered by developers, some by the City of Sherwood, and some by partner
service districts, such as Clean Water Services or Washington County. The following categories
of infrastructure and expenses are included in the cost estimates for both phasing options:

o Síte Preparatíon. lncludes mobilization, erosion control, clearing and grubbing, temporary
protection and traffic control, and removal of structures and obstructions.

o Roadway Elements.lncludes asphalt pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, retaining wall,
general excavation, street tree, and planter strip landscape planting. Roadway elements
would conform to the City standards for a 3-lane arterial classification.



Right of Woy Acquisition. lncludes the land needed for construction of the final roadway
improvements, including cut/fill slope and retaining wall areas, public utility easements
outside the public right-of-way, and temporary construction easements.

Trafiic Elements.lncludes Traffic signals, rectangular rapid flash beacons, str¡ping, signage,
and street lighting.

Other Constructíon ltems and Contingency. May include costs such as landscaping,
monuments, pedestrian amenities, and specíalized street lighting.

All costs are provided in 2015 dollars, with high-end estimates íncluding large contingencies to help
to account for possible inflation.

Other Service Needs

ln addition to transportation, water and sewer, and stormwater, the City of Sherwood must
also consider other service needs. For more detail, please see Appendix 5: Service Provider
lnterviews.ln summary:

Schools. Given the current capacity of schools near Sherwood West, the Sherwood School
District identified a likely need for two new schools and improvements to Laurel Ridge
Middle School to accommodate population growth in Sherwood West depending on the
amount of land annexed. All costs associated with the construction of new schools and
improvements to existing schools, including land acquisition costs, should be considered.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Storm, Sanitary and Woter.lncludes sanitary sewer construction, sanitary sewer pump
station, storm water sewer construction, water system construction, and stormwater quality
treatment facility. Water from fire hydrants should be sufficient to provide at least 1,000
gallons per minute to all single-family and commercial buildings. lf a structure is 3,600
square feet or larger, then additional flow may be needed (Oregon Fire Code 8105.2). The
Fire District strongly encourages new residential developments to include fire sprinkler
systems to decrease fire and life safety risks

Public Safety. As Sherwood West develops, the City will need to have increased capacity
for additional fire and police service in the area. Appropriate fire and police response times
and general access to the area will rely on transportation connectivity that will be addressed
through more detailed planning work. The Cíty is currently working to establish level of
service standards that will help to clarify those costs in the coming months.

Other City Services. The City should also consider increased costs for services that will grow
as the population grows, for example, library and social services.

"Roads should be planned so that they discourage freight traffic, respect
environmentol conditions ond keep our kids safe." -Survey Respondent



Funding Development in Sherwood West

New infrastructure in Sherwood West will require a mix of new and existing funding sources, and
will likely draw from local (City and private developer) and regional (County and possibly Metro)
sources. We will seek to maximize the revenue from existing sources (described in summary below)
before turning to new sources.

The City of Sherwood already has access to mechanisms to fund infrastructure in Sherwood West.
These tools will lay the foundation of the future funding plan.

Transportatíon Development Tax (TDT)

Washington County's TDT is a tax on all new development in Washington County based on the
development's impact on the transportation system. Expected impact is based on average da¡ly trips
generated for various land uses. TDT revenue funds pre-determined transit and road projects that
provide additional capacity. Several infrastructure projects in Sherwood West will be eligible to receive
TDT funds. Once development begins in Sherwood West, the development will contribute to the TDT.

Systems Development Chorge (SDC)

ln addition to the County's TDI the City of Sherwood also has a citywide SDC that charges new
development. Funds help pay for water, sewer, storm, parks, and street costs. Sherwood West will be
eligible to receive SDC funds.

Møjor Streets Tra nsportation I m provement Prog ram (MSTI P)

Washington County property taxes fund major transportation projects in the County through the
MSTIP program. Since the late 1990's, the MSTIP tax has been part of the Washington County's fixed
tax rate. Because the proposed realignment in Sherwood West will relieve pressure along Highway 99,
considerable MSTIP funds may be avaílable for the realignment.

Metropolitan Tra nsportotíon lm prove ment Prog ram (MTl P)

The MTIP is a "federally mandated four year schedule of expenditures of federaltransportation funds
as well as significant state and local funds in the Portland metropolitan region."6 Sherwood West's
transportation infrastructure may be eligible for various MTIP funds.

Existing Funding Sources

" 
http://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/mtip-pubdraft_fy15-18_pb03201a.pdf



Evaluation of New Funding Tools

Once infrastructure costs are finalized and revenues from the existing tools identified above are

estimated, the City will be able to establish a funding "gap" lor infrastructure in Sherwood West.

The gap will be the amount of funding not available from existing sources that must come from
new funding tools. Nearly every UGB expansion area in the Portland Metro Area has had a funding
gap, and has required the use of new tools to fill that gap. Anticipating this outcome for Sherwood
West, a wide range of potential new funding tools were evaluated against eight established criteria
to identify a list of preferred tools that should be considered as a starting place for filling funding
gaps, if and when the area develops (see Appendix 9: lnitial Evaluation of Funding Tools). The

evaluation began by identifying "fatal flaws," or constraints of tools that make them very unlikely
candidates for Sherwood West. After setting aside all of the tools with fatal flaws, the consultant
team identified a much shorter list of four preferred tools most applicable to and best for Sherwood
West for further analysis in later stages of planning.

The final funding plan will likely rely on a combination of tools to fill any funding gaps, and could
include both preferred tools and other tools with lower revenue capacity. The tools identified as

preferred tools are considered potential cornerstone tools of the ultimate funding plan: they are

not "silver bullets" that can individually fund the entirety of Sherwood West's infrastructure. Table 7

identifies four preferred tools (in green), based on ratings. Each preferred tool has capacity, is often
used for símilar infrastructure types, and is often part of funding plans for expansion areas.

Property Iøx: General Obligation (GO) Bonds. Local property taxes are committed to pay

debt service on a city-issued GO Bond. GO bond levies typically last for 15 to 30 years for
capital projects, and must be approved by a public vote. The effective property tax levied
to support GO bond obligations can vary over time, based on the total assessed value of
property within the jurisdiction that issued the bonds and the scheduled GO bond payment
obligations.

a

a

a

Supplemental System Development Chorge (SDC). Supplemental SDCs are additional SDCs

charged on a specific sub-area of a city and are supplemental to the city's existing SDC.

Local lmprovement District (LlD). An LID is a special assessment district where property
owners are assessed a fee to pay for capital improvements, such as streetscape
enhancements, underground utilities, or shared open space. LlDs must be supported by a

majority of affected property owners.

Utílity Fee. A utilityfee is a fee assessed to all businesses and households in the jurisdiction
for use of specified types of infrastructure or public utilities, based on the amount of use
(either measured or estimated). Most jurisdictions charge water and sewer utility fees,

but utility fees can be applied to other types of government activities as well (both capital
projects and operations and maintenance). A utility fee could be applied citywide or in a
smaller area within a city.

a



Table 7. lnitial Evaluation of New Funding Tools for Sherwood West

Property Tax

General
Obligation
(GO) Bonds + + + + + ,/ ,/ ,/

Sole Source
SDC ,/ - + - ,/ + ,/ +

Supplemental
SDC + - ,/ T + + ,/ ,/

Local

lmprovement
District (LlD) ,/ r/ ,/ + + r/ +

Urban
Renewal + ,/ ,/ + ,/ ,/ -

Construction
Excise Tax
(cEr) ,/ ,/ ? + +

Utility Fee
+ ,/ + + + '/ ,/ ,/

Tra nsient
Lodging Tax - ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ +
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D¡str¡ct + + ,/ + - ,/
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Synder Park, Sherwood Oregon
Photo by Alyse Vordermark



I Vlll. Next Steps and Recommendations

Continue engaging with property owners and the Sherwood community about Sherwood
West. These stakeholders are critical to the success of Sherwood West development,
especially given the voter-approved annexation laws applicable in Sherwood. By tracking
other annexation projects, the City can better understand when Sherwood West may be

needed, what issues are important to the community, and how they may support the
incorporation of Sherwood West.

Carefully consider acquisition of right-of-way, school and park sites as those opportunities
arise. While more planníng work is needed to identify all potential sites that could be
acquired, some elements of the Preliminary Concept Plan may be certain enough that site
acquisition could occur even before the area is included in the UGB. Because Sherwood
West land is less expensive now than it will be in the future, public agencies seeking land for
facilities in the future could save money by acquiring the land now and holding it for future
development. This is particularly true for school facilities.

Recommendations

The timing for the need of Sherwood West to accommodate the City's growing population is

uncertain. As such, attention to the details outlined in this strategy and near-term actions to
continue to prepare for implementation will be important.

lmplemented carefully, Sherwood residents and public entities will benefit from more urban-level
development in Sherwood. Community members would gain additional housing choices and the
community would receive increased public revenues from population growth in Sherwood West
that will help keep pace with growing costs of providing public services. Additionally, as land supply
in the current City limits dwindles, housing prices will continue to increase, making it more difficult
for Sherwood's next generation to find housing in the area, or resulting in increased density.

Staff will work with the community to consider the following short-term actions:

Build upon partnerships with Washington County so that road improvements made
now anticipate future development and upgrades. County transportation projects that
consider future Sherwood West development will lead to the most efficíent infrastructure
development in the future.

Continue conversations with Metro. City staff already interacts with Metro regularly on
a range of issues. Moving forward, keeping information about land needs and issues in
Sherwood West will smooth conversations about adding Sherwood West when the time
comes.

a

a

o

o



Finally, as Sherwood undergoes future planning projects and processes, the following actions are
recommended:

Comprehensive Plan: Review and amend the City's Comprehensive Plan policies to address

issues in the community and Sherwood West,

Zoning and Community Development Code: Consider a special overlay district with unique
performance and design guidelines to ensure hígh quality development and construction.

SW Edy/SW Elwert Roads: Continue to model the feasibility and cost of realigning the
intersection of SW Edy and SW Elwert Road.

Plan for Transportation Choice: Continue to provide transportation options for Sherwood
residents over time, consider all options for mobility and accessibility. Continue to focus on
'tomplete street" design to accommodate travelers of all ages and abilities as well as public

transit users. These include children, non-drivers, older adults and persons with disabilities.
Consider options with TriMet as well as potential sub-regional, more localized options such

as the South Metro Area Regional Transit (SMART) model in Wilsonville. Comparable to
SMART but even more localized in scale, "neighborhood connector" services can províde

local connections between schools, libraries, community centers, shopping areas and

recreational facilities. Providing these kinds of transportation options help alleviate local

traffic and offers greater mobility for people of all ages, particularly children and seniors.

Housing Needs Analysis: Continue a community discussion regarding the types and amount
of housing that should be accommodated within different areas of the Cíty, including
Sherwood West. Use that information to refine potential Plan districts for Sherwood West.

o
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Economic Opportun¡ties Analysis: ldentify home based business and also commercial/retail
employment in Sherwood West associated with an updated Economic Opportunity Analysis.

Consider concepts for a tourism-oriented Gateway district.

Public Facility Plans: Refine water and sewer master plans as needed.

Sherwood School District: Work closely with the school district to assess school capacity
and demand in order to identify facility needs.

Parks and Trails: Coordinate existing and planned facilities to preserve open space,

expand the trail network and provide recreational opportunities that suit the needs of the
community.

a



Next Steps

Once accepted by the Sherwood City Councíl, this Preliminary Concept Plan will serve as a resource
for future discussion about regional UGB expansions. lt wíll help decision makers decide what areas
make the most sense for expansion, given:

¡ The availabílity of infrastructure
. The costs associated with the extensions of public services
o Property owner sentiment as it relates to growth and the expansion of the City into

Sherwood West

Figure L1 illustrates the variety of key decision poínts and processes necessary before land can be

developed at urban standards (city-level development) in the Sherwood West study area.
Should the Metro Council decide to expand the UGB into any part of the Sherwood West area, this
Plan identifies the opportunities and issues that need to be addressed in a refinement planning
process. During the refinement planning process, the City will again reach out to affected property
owners and the larger community to develop a plan and associated zoning for the specific area.
Upon adoption of a refinement plan, the property owners could petition the City Council to be
annexed into Sherwood. As Sherwood is a voter-approved annexation community, Sherwood voters
are ultimately in control of what and when land is brought into the city.

After successful annexation into the City, property owners are able to submit land use applications
for development proposals consistent with the adopted refinement plan and associated zoning.
Building permits and construction activities can be expected to follow land use approval.



Figure 11. Planning and Development Process
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Draft Community Engagement Objectives

The purpose of the Community Engagement Plan is to describe ways in which the City will engage the
Sherwood community in discussions about what is important to them, including community values,

assets and desired future characteristics. The community engagement process is designed to meet the
following objectives:

r Encourage dialogue and provide opportunities for frequent and meaningful participation.
. Ensure education and understanding of potential pre-Concept Plan benefits.
. Ensure that communication and educational opportunities are clear so that all community

members can participate.
. Ensure that the planning process is clear and transparent.
. Create a framework for momentum to continue into implementation.

The plan will:
. Utilize existing City mechanisms for communication and public involvement.
. Establish public involvement objectives.
. ldentify project stakeholders, their values and concerns.
. Describe the array of tools and activities best suited to inform and engage Sherwood residents,

businesses and other stakeholders.
. Establish a schedule for implementation that includes engagement strategies for three phases of

public involvement:
o Phase l: ldentify Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan Vision and Goals

o Phase ll: Citywide Housing Needs and Alternatives Analysisl
o Phase lll: Preferred Alternative/Draft Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan

. lncorporate measures to evaluate success.

Planning Commission
The City of Sherwood Planning Commission consists of seven members appointed by the City Council, to
review and make recommendations on planning issues in the City. Within the context of this program,
the Planning Commission is charged with:

. Ensuring the Plan reflects the community's core values and implements the vision and goals.

. Advising on and helping implement community engagement strategies.

. lnforming and engaging constituencies, communities and civic organizations.

. Conducting public hearings on the preferred plan alternatives

. Providing the City Council with recommendations on plan alternatives

l 
The Housing Needs Analysis (HNA) was reviewed by the CAC, TAC and Planning Commission. The HNA was used

solely as a means for data acquisition and analysis. No policy resulted from this HNA, and therefore this phase did
not undergo the same public involvement process as the other phases. Future decisions regarding growth and any

subsequent policy changes will not be undertaken until a city-wide comprehensive plan update.



Com munitv Advisory Committee
A broadly-based Community Advisory Committee (CAC) will help inform the Plan's creation. The CAC

consists of members who demonstrate a balanced commitment to the adopted scope of work and a

broad spectrum of the Sherwood community. They are charged with:
¡ Reviewing materials from the consultant team.
r Providing broad perspectives to ensure the Sherwood West Concept Plan reflects diverse needs.
. Participating in public outreach regarding the plan
r Providing the Planning Commission with recommendations on plan alternatives.

Technical Advisorv Committee
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) consists of the City's Project Manager and representatives from
Sherwood, Washington County, Clean Water Services, Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue, the Sherwood
School District, Metro, Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD), Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) and other reviewing agencies. TAC members review project
deliverables for technical adequacy, policy and regulatory compliance.

Community Engagement Activities

Community engagement activities will be designed in a way that fosters a deeper, more effective and long-
standing relationship with Sherwood residents and property owners. The community engagement process

will incorporate wide-ranging activities to reach a broad constituency of the Sherwood residents,
businesses and property owners. Community engagement tools and activities are expected to include, but
are not limited to:

r A recognizable project look for project-related materials.
¡ lnformative, accessible Website created and administered by City staff. The Consultant will provide

content for the site, links and content for the interactive website platform and other key messages

and a narrative that describes the status of the project, upcoming meetings, and other
opportunities for involvement and draft and final work products. The consultant will ensure the
language speaks to people in common terms rather than "plannereze".

¡ Maintaining an ongoing list of interested parties throughout the process
¡ Short informational video that articulates the purpose of the project and an invitation to

participate. The video will be posted on the project website, played on the Community Access

Television channel, and introduced at both the Planning Commission and/or City Council.
¡ Three interactive and engaging community events.
. Articles in the Gazette, Archer, other civic organization and school newsletters, flyers, FAQ and

other outreach materials that provide project information and publicize community forums and

other activities.
r A community conversations format that provide an opportunity for community members to discuss

aspects of the Sherwood West Concept Plan on their "own turf" at their community meetings in a
modified speakers bureau format. City staff would arrange for and lead these conversations.

¡ Activities tailored to engage the area's youth and future leaders.
r Two community surveys on line and in print including visual preference opportunities and

programs to allow residents to both help create plan evaluation criteria and weigh in on what they
like about the range of alternatives as they emerge.

. Briefings for elected and appointed officials.



Evaluation of Community Engagement Plan

Engagement efforts are evaluoted based on the degree to which objectives ore ochieved:

Comments

Key messages were developed, focusing on issues of growth, housing,

available land and the benefits of planning.

a

All CAC and TAC meetings were both open to the public. Time was reserved

in the agenda to address public comment at the CAC meetings.
The video received more than 1,000 views.
The City held community conversations at events such as Music on the
Green, Robin Hood Festival, Sherwood Rotary, Movies in the Park, as well
youth activities, talking to more than 150 people.

Two community workshops and an open house attracted more than L00
participants.

a

a

a

a

The first community open house had approximately 40 participants in

attendance. The last open house engaged more than 80 participants.
a

The City's Facebook account was created during this process and helped
publicize meetings, events and engagement opportunities
The City tested a web platform ("MindMixe/') for online engagement,
though the platform did not meet the needs of the project and was

discontinued. SurveyMonkey and Qualtrics were used instead.

More than 50 people were engaged with each online survey. The first,
second and third surveys had 7L7,77 and 54 participants, respectively.

a

a

a

The Plan was a highly iterative process, incorporating more than three
rounds of revisions to reflect comments received at the community
workshop, CAC meetings, online surveys and community conversations.

a

Overall, the process engaged hundreds of community members. The Plan

incorporates high-quality feedback, according to community-sourced core

values and goals.

a

Not
well

Well
Very
Well

Objectives

Consistency of messages used and a public
understanding of the benefits of concept
planning

Frequency and effectiveness of community
engagement opportu nities
¡ Open CAC and TAC meetings
o Video views
¡ Communityconversation opportunities

and participants (e.g., 100 participants
total at 10 meetings)

¡ Two community workshops (e.e. 80 total)

lncreasing participation over time

Piloting new techniques (Mindmixer and
SocialMedia)
o 50 engaged online in each round

associated w/ each public event

Community concerns identified and
addressed

A Pre-Concept plan that reflects expressed
community vision and values for Sherwood
West and the future of Sherwood as a whole.
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Executive Summary

This is an executive surrunary of the findings of the Sherwood Housing Needs Analysis for the
2015 to 2035 period. The housing needs analysis provides Sherwood with a factual basis to
support future planning efforts related to housing, including Pre-Concept Planning for
Sherwood West, and prepares to update and revise the City's Comprehensive Plan policies

The housing needs analysis is intended to comply with requirements of statewide planning
policies that govern planning for housing and residential development Goal lO ifs
implementing Metropolitan Housing Rule (OAR 660-007), and Metro's 2040 Functional Growth
Management Plan. Taken together, the City's primary obligations from Goal 10 are to (1)

designatelandin away thatprovidestheopportunitv 1or50% of newhousingtobeeither
multifamily or single-family attached housing (e.g., townhouses); (2) achieve an average density
of six dwelling units per net acre; and (3) provide enough land to accommodate forecasted
housing needs for the next 20 years. Sherwood is able to meet these requirements and can

accommodate most of the new housing forecast, as described in this suÍunary.

How HAs SHERWooD's PopumnoN CHANcED rN Recerur Yenns?

The basis for the housing needs analysis is an understanding of the demographic characteristics
of Sherwood's residents.l

Sherwood's population grew relatively fast in recent ye¡üs. Sherwood's population
increased from 3,000 people in 1990 to nearly 1&600 people ln201,3, averaging B% annual
growth. Sherwood's fastest period of growth was during the 1990s, consistent with
statewide trends. Since 2000, Sherwood grew by Ç600 people, at an average rate of nearly
3.5'/" per year. For comparison, Washington County grew at 2.5"/" annually between 1990-

2013 and the Portland Region grew at 1.6/" per year.

Sherwood's population is aging. People aged 45 years and older were the fastest growing
age group in Sherwood between 2000 and 2010, consistent with state and national trends. By
2035, people 60 years and older will accountfor 24"/" of the population in Washington
County (up from 1.8% in2015) and 25% in the Portland Region (up from I9"/" in 2015). It is
reasonable to assume that the share of people 60 years and older will grow relatively
quickly in Sherwood as well.

Sherwood is attracting younger people and more households with children. In 2010, the
median age in Sherwood was 34.3 years old, compared to Washington County's median age

of 35.3 years and the State median of 38.4. Sherwood has a larger share of households with

1 The majority of data quoted in this analysis is from the U.S. Census American Community survey, with population
data from the Population Research Center at Portland State University and development data from the City's
Building Permit database.



children (47% oÍ households), compared with Washington County (33%) or the Portland
Region (29%). The Millennial generation-people born roughly between 1980 to 2000-are
the largest age group in Oregon and will account for the majority of household growth in
Sherwood over the next 20 years.

Sherwood's population is becoming more ethnically diverse. About 60/" of Sherwood's
population is Latino, an increase hom4.7"/" in 2000.In comparison to Washington County
and the Portland Regiory Sherwood is less ethnically diverse. In the 2009-2013 period,167"
of Washington County residents, and12o/" Portland Region residents, were Latino.

Wnnr FncroRs Mnv Aprecr FuruRe Gnowrs rN SHERwooD?

If these trends continue, population will result in changes in the types of housing demanded or
"needed" in Sherwood in the fufure.

The aging of the population is likely to result in increased demand for smaller single-
family housing multifamily housing, and housing for seniors. People over 65 years old
will make a variety of housing choices, including: remaining in their homes as long as they
are able, downsizing to smaller single-family homes (detached and attached) or multifamily
units, or moving into group housing (such as assisted living facilities or nursing homes) as

they continue to age.

The growth of younger and diversified households is likely to result in increased
demand for a wider variety of affordable housing appropriate for families with children,
such as small single-family housing townhouses, duplexes, and multifamily housing. If
Sherwood continues to attract young residents, then it will continue to have demand for
housing for families, especially housing affordable to younger families with moderate
incomes. Growth in this population will result in growth in demand for both ownership and
rental opportunities, with an emphasis on housing that is comparatively affordable.2

Changes in commuting patterns could affect future growth in Sherwood. Sherwood is

part of a complex, interconnected regional economy. Demand for housing by workers at
businesses in Sherwood may change with significant fluctuations in fuel and commuting
costs, as well as substantial decreases in the capacity of highways to accommodate
commuting.

Sherwood households have relatively high income, which affects the type of housing that
is affordable. Income is a key determinant of housing choice. Sherwood's median
household income ($78,400) was more than2}"/" higher than Washington County's median
household income (964,200).In additioru Sherwood had a smaller share of population below

2 The housing needs analysis assumes that housing is affordable if housing costs are less than 30% of a household's
gross income. For a household eaming $6,500 (the median household income in Sherwood), monthly housing costs

of less than fi].,960 are considered affordable.



the federal poverty line (7.6%) than the averages of Washington County (11.4%) and the
Portland Region (I3.9%).

WHnr ARe rHe CHRnncrERtsncs oF SHERWooD's Housurlc Mnnrgl,?

The existing housing stock in Sherwood, homeownership patterns, and existing housing costs
will shape changes in Sherwood's housing market in the future.

Sherwood's housing stock is predominantly single-famity detached. About 75% of
Sherwood's housing stock is single-family detached, S"/" is single-family attached (such as

townhomes) at d 18% is multifamily (such as duplexes or apartments). Sixty-nine percent of
new housing permitted in Sherwood between 2000 and 2014was single-family detached
housing.

Almost three quarters of Sherwood's residents own their homes. Homeownership rates in
Sherwood are above Washington County (54"/"), the Portland Region (60%), and Oregon
(62Y") averages.

Homeownership costs increased in Sherwood, consistent with national trends. Median
sales prices for homes in Sherwood increased by about 30% between2004 and 2014, from
about $245,000 to $316,5000. The median home value in Sherwood is 3.8 times the median
household income, up from 2.9 times the median household income in 2000.

Housing sales prices are higher in Sherwood than the regional averages. As of January
2015, median sales price in Sherwood was $316,500, which is higher than the Washington
County (ç281,700), the Portland MSA (fi269,900), and Oregon (9237,300) median sales prices
Median sales prices were higher in Sherwood than in other Portland westside communities
such as Tigard, Tualatiry and Beavertory but lower than Wilsonville or West Linn.

Rental costs are higher overall in Sherwood than the regional averages. The median rent
in Sherwood was çL,064, compared to Washington County's average of $852. On a per-
square-foot basis, SherwoodffigardÆualatin's rents ($1.13 per square foot) were lower than
the Portland Metro area's average of fi1.22 per square foot.

More than one-third of Sherwood's households have housing affordability problems.
Thirty-eight percent of Sherwood's households were cost-burdened (i.e., paid more than
30% of their income on rent or homeownership costs). Renters were more likely to be cost-
burdened @0% oÍ renters were cost-burdened), compared to homeowners (35% were cost-
burdened) in Sherwood. These levels of cost burden are consistent with regional averages.
In Washington County in the 2009-2013 period, 38% of households were cost burdened,
compared to 41,"/o in the Portland Region.

Future housing affordability will depend on the relationship between income and housing
price. The key question is whether housing prices will continue to outpace income growth.



Answering this question is difficult because of the complexity of the factors that affect both
income growth and housing prices. It is clear, however, that Sherwood will need a wider
variety of housing, especially housing affordable to low- and moderate-income households.

How MucH Housrlrrc Gnowu ls FoREcAsr, AND CRru rHnr GnowrH ee

Acco¡vr rvroDATED wrrH I N Sn ¡nwooo?

The housing needs analysis in this report is based on Metro's coordinated forecast of household
growth in Sherwood. The forecast includes growth in both areas within the city limits, as well
as areas currently outside the city limits that the City expects to annex for residential uses (most
notably the Brookman area).

Sherwood is forecast to add L,156 new households between 2015 and 2035. Of these, 606

new households are inside the existing city limits; 550 new households are outside the
current city limits in the Brookman Area.

Sherwood's land base can accommodate the entire forecast for growth. Vacant and
partially vacant land in the Sherwood Planning Area has capacity to accommodateL,281
new dwelling units. Compared to demand, Sherwood has a small surplus of residential
land.

Sherwood will need to annex the Brookman Area to accommodate the forecast for
growth. If Sherwood does not annex the Brookman Area, the city's options for
accommodating future growth will be limited to growing within the existing city limits or to
growing in a different area, such as Sherwood West. The availability of other areas to
accommodate growtþ including Sherwood West, will depend on changes to the Metro
urban growth boundary and theses changes typically take years to make.

WgnT IF SHERwooD GRoWs FASTER?

The forecast for growth in Sherwood is considerably below historical growth rates.
Metro's forecast for new housing in Sherwood shows that households will grow at less than
1"/" per year. In comparisory Sherwood's population grew at 3.4"/" per year between 2000

and 2013 and 8% per year between 1990 and 201,3.1f Sherwood grows faster than Metro's
forecast during the 2015 to 2035 period, then Sherwood will not have sufficient land to
accommodate growth.

At faster growth rates, Sherwood's land base has enough capacity for several years of
growth. At growth rates between2/" to 4"/" oÍ growth annually, land inside the Sherwood
city limits can acconunodate two to five years of growth. With capacity in the Brookman
Area, Sherwood can accommodate four to ten years of growth at these growth rates.



Additional housing growth in Sherwood depends the availability of development-ready
land. The amount of growth likely to happen in Sherwood is largely dependent on when the
Brookman Area is annexed, when the Sherwood West area is brought into the City and
annexed, and when urban services (such as roads, water, and sanitary sewer) are developed
in each area.

WHnr ARE THE ImpucRlIoNs FoR SHenwooD's HoUSING PoLIcIES?

To provide adequate land supply, Sherwood voters will need to approve/annex the
Brookman area. If voters continue to reject the Brookman annexation, Sherwood as a

community will either be unable to accommodate expected growth or will need to identify
an alternative (more politically acceptable) area for growth. Sherwood West is just one of
these possibilities. Another alternative would be to develop the existing vacant lands at
higher densities than what they are zoned.

Sherwood will need Sherwood West to accommodate future growth beyond the existing
city limits and Brookm¡rn area. The growth rate of Metro's forecast for household growth
(0.7"/" average annual growth) is considerably lower than the City's historical population
growth rate over the last two decades (8% average annual growth). Metro's forecast only
includes growth that can be accommodated within the Sherwood city limits and Brookman.
Given the limited supply of buildable land within Sherwood, it is likely that the City's
residential growth will slow until Sherwood West is made development-ready.

Sherwood has a relatively limited supply of land for moderate- and higher-density
multifamily housing. The limited supply of land in these zones is a barrier to development
of townhouses and multifamily housing, which are needed to meet housing demand
resulting from growth of people over 65, young families, and moderate-income households.

The results of the Housing Needs Analysis highlight questions for the update of the
City's Comprehensive Plan and the Pre-Concept Planning of Sherwood West.

. Providing housing opportunities for first time home buyers and community elders
(who prefer to age in place or downsize their housing) will require a wider range of
housing types. Examples of these housing types include: single family homes on
smaller lots, clustered housing, cottages or townhomes, duplexes, tri-plexes, four-
plexes, garden apartments, or mid-rise apartments. Where should Sherwood
consider providing a wider range of housing types? What types of housing should
Sherwood plan for?

. Changes in demographics and income for Sherwood and regional residents will
require accommodating a wider range of housing types. How many of Sherwood's
needed units should the city plan to accommodate within the city limits? How much
of Sherwood's needed units should be accommodated in the Brookman Area and in
Sherwood West?

r What design features and greenspaces would be important to consider for new
housing?

r What other design standards would be needed to "keep Sherwood Sherwood"?
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The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the existing conditions and opportunities of
the Sherwood West study area. An overview of Sherwood's population characteristics, land use

and historic growth patterns is provided. ln addition, this memorandum outlines the
opportunities and constraints for the provision of parks and trails, transportation facilities and
public services (including water, sanitary sewer, and storm utilities) to the study area. The
memorandum includes the following sections:

o Project Description
¡ Study Area
o Population and Demographics
¡ Land Use and Buildable Lands

o Historic Growth Patterns
o Public Facilities
o Transportation
¡ Parks and Trails
o Environment and Natural Resources

Project Description

The Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan is a comprehensive, long-range community plan

for the Urban Reserve Area 58, as designated by the Metro Council in 2011. As a preliminary
concept plan, this project will help inform future decisions about whether Sherwood grows up
or out, where housing is built and schools are located, and how infrastructure may be served
over the next 50 years. A key element of a preliminary concept plan is a phasing strategy for
incremental inclusion in the UGB, to the extent demanded by local and regional growth
projections.

Study Area

The study area encompasses approximately L,29'J, acres located along the western side of the
current city limits (Figure 1). The site is bounded on the east by Hwy 99W, SW Elwert Road, and
SW Roy Rogers Road. lt is bounded by SW Chapman Road on the south and SW Lebeau Rd and
SW Scholls-Sherwood Rd to the north. Site topography generally slopes from west to east, with
an elevation difference of approximately L50 to 200 feet.



Figure 1. Shenuood West Study Area

Population and Demographics

As of the 20L0 US Census, there were L8,L94 people living in the City of Sherwood. The City
accounts for about 3.4% of Washington County's total population of 53L,335.

Covering an area of approximately 4.3 square míles, Sherwood's population density is about
4,2L7.2 per square mile. Relative to the nearby cities of Tualatin, Wilsonville and Newberg,
Sherwood has a slightly higher population density per square mile. As shown in Table 1,



Sherwood also has a greater number of family households and a higher median household
value, as compared to Washington County.

Table 1. City of Sherwood, and Washington County, 2010
City of Sherwood Washington County

Median Household Value

Median Household lncome

Family Households

Average Commute time
Gender (female)

Median age

Hispanic or Latino

s327,000

s81,000
77.7%

26 minutes
503%

34.2 years

7%

s282,400

s60,963
67.r%

24 minutes
50.8%

35 years

75.7%

Source: US Census Bureau, 2070

land Use and Zon¡ng

The City of Sherwood's plan and zoning map indicates that the majority of the City is residential
(See Appendix A). Some commercial activity is centered along HWY 99W and within the historic
center, while industrial uses occupy the northeastern edge of Sherwood. The City has a

relatively large portion of land zoned for public institutions and civic centers.

Whereas City acreage is 2,757.8 (4.3 square miles), the Sherwood West study area

encompasses L,29L acres across t26 tax lots and existing right-of-way (Table 2). Besides
residential uses, the majority of the land use is designated as agricultural or forested. See

Appendix B for the study area's buildable land by taxlot.

Table 2. Sherwood West Study Area Buildable Lands Facts
Total Acreage
Total Tax Lots

Total Tax Lot Acreage (excludes non-taxable area)
Total Right-of-Way (ROW) Acreage

Vacant Lots

Partially Vacant Lots with dwellings
Committed Lots

Total Buildable Land** Acreage

I,297
126
L,234
57

39 (263.5 buildable acres)

83 (406.8 buildable acres)
4 (0 buildable acres)
670.3

**Buildoble lond calculotion includes removol of constroined lønd, deduction of 0.25-ocre from lots greater thøn 0.S-acre with a

dwelling unit, ond a percent deduction for future streets.

Historic Growth Patterns

The City of Sherwood was first platted in l-889, and later incorporated in L893. The city plot was
oriented around the railroad and subsequently built out from this 45-degree angle. Like most
other western frontier towns, Sherwood's economy was largely based off the gold rushes in the
L800s. At the time of íncorporation in the 1890s, Sherwood's main industry was a pressed brick
yard.



The geographic distribution of Sherwood's growth has mostly been defined by creeks and
roads. From the early 1900s to 1950s, Sherwood's growth remained relatively compact and
primarily followed the railroad track (Figure 2). ln 1951", Sherwood's downtown spanned 9
blocks and had fewer than 600 people.

Figure 2. City of Sherwood, Historic Growth, 1889-2014
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It was only after 1"960 that Sherwood began to
witness major, consecut¡ve growth spurts, with its
population and land area nearly doubling (on

average) every ten years through present day
(Table 3).

ln L99l-, with the availability of 1,300 acres of land
for construction, the City of Sherwood adopted its
first Comprehensive Plan. Over the next ten years,

Sherwood saw its biggest boom, with its population
nearly tripling in size. Most of this growth was

attributed to the Woodhaven development, which
added over L,000 housing units to Sherwood.
Today, the City estimates its current population at
L8,995, up from around 18,L95 from the 2010 US

Census. Relative to historical patterns, growth in the past five years has slowed.

Whereas Sherwood's population growth has been significant over the past 50 years, the City's
major services exist within a one-mile radius, which helps retains the City's "small-town feel."
With the potential incorporation of Sherwood West study area, this radius could extend up to
1.5 miles.

Public Facilities

Water Svstems

Existing Conditions
The current Water System Master Plan was adopted in May 2015. The Master Plan considers all
areas within the city limits, the urban growth boundary and the West Urban Reserve (Sherwood

West study area). The City's primary water supply is from the Wilsonville Water Treatment
Plant, supplemented by groundwater wells. The City maintains an emergency connection and
transmission piping to the Tualatin-Portland supply main. The City's distribution system
includes three service zones supplied by three storage reservoirs and two pumping stations.
The majority of Sherwood customers are served from the 380 Pressure Zone which is supplied
by gravity from the City's Sunset Reservoirs. The 535 Pressure Zone, serving the area around
the Sunset Reservoirs, is supplied constant pressure by the Sunset Pump Station, and the 455
Pressure Zone serves higher elevation customers on the western edge of the City by gravity
from the Kruger Reservoir.

O p po rtu n iti e s o n d Co n stra i nts
Existing water facilities in or near the study area include a water reservoir, a supply line, and

distribution lines. The Kruger Reservoir is a 3.0 MG reservoir located inside the study area,
south of SW Kruger Road and approximately one half mile west of Hwy 99 W. The Kruger



Reservoir serves the 455 pressure zone. An l8-inch transmission line is located in SW Kruger

Road between the reservoir and Hwy 99W. The study area south of SW Handley Street is split
between the Future 455 West and Future 630 West zones. The study area north of SW Handley
Street falls primarily within the Future 380 West pressure zone.

Adjacent to the study area, the l8-inch water main from the Kruger Reservoir extends north in
SW Elwert Road for approximately 800 feet. The line then reduces to a l-2-inch line and

continues north to SW Handley Street. ln addition, a short segment of L2-inch waterline has

been constructed in Elwert Road in the vicinity of Derby Terrace. Near the north end of the
study area, a 16-inch water main located in SW Copper Terrace terminates at SW Edy Rd,

approximately 840 feet east of the study area.

lnitial anticipated growth in the West Urban Reserve will be served by extending existing 380-
and 455-Zone distribution mains. Future customers along the ridge north and south of the
existing Kruger Reservoir will be served by constant pressure from the proposed Kruger Pump

Station at the existing reservoir site. This proposed closed zone is referred to as the 630 West
Zone. Some future customers in the West Urban Reserve at the interface between the 630
West and 455 Zones may need to be served through a PRV-controlled sub-zone or through
individual PRVs on each service in order to maintain required service pressures. This area is
referred to as the 630 West PRV Zone.

A small area on the western edge of the West Urban Reserve along Edy Road near Eastview
Road is too high in elevation to receive adequate service pressure from the adjacent 380 Zone.

This area will be served as part of the closed 475 West Zone by constant pressure from the
proposed Edy Road Pump Station. An additional pump station would potentially be needed to
serve the 630 West PRV Zone. Extensive large diameter mains will be needed to expand the
City's water service area to supply Sherwood West as development occurs.

See Appendix C for pressure zone boundaries and existing and proposed reservoir, pump

station and water line locations identified in the Water System Mater Plan.

Sanitary Sewer Svstem

Existing Conditions
The current Sanitary Sewer Master Plan was completed in July 2007 and is currently being
updated. The Master Plan considers all areas within the city limits and the urban growth
boundary. The West Sherwood Concept Plan study area is outside of the urban growth
boundary and was not included in the Master Plan.

The City of Sherwood is served by two sanitary sewer trunk lines, the Sherwood Trunk Sewer
(24-inch) which conveys sewage from the Cedar Creek sewage collection basin and the Rock

Creek Trunk (18-inch) which conveys sewage from the Rock Creek sewage collection basin. Both

trunk lines convey flows to the Sherwood Pump Station, owned by Clean Water Services (CWS),



which sends sewage to the Durham Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant via the Upper
Tualatin lnterceptor, also owned by CWS.

O ppo rtu n iti es a n d Co n stra i nts
Existing sanitary sewer facilities adjacent to or near this site are limited. The Sherwood
lnterceptor crosses the study area near the northeast corner at Cedar and Chicken Creeks; and
any sewer mainlines would need to cross these creeks in order to connect. A L5-inch line is

stubbed to Elwert Road at adjacent Derby Terrace. This line connects to a 15-inch line in SW

Copper Terrace which flows north to SW Edy Road and connects to the Sherwood lnterceptor
to the east.

The Brookman Addition is an area within the urban growth boundary on the south end of
Sherwood between the city limits and SW Brookman Road. ln the Sanitary Sewer Master Plan,

this area is identified as Area 54/55. The City, recently constructed a sewer mainline to the
boundary of the Brookman Addition. Future projects, which would occur with the development
of the Brookman Addition,, would extend the sewer line into the Brookman Addition, providing
sewer access for the West Sherwood Concept Plan study area at Brookman Road, east of Hwy
99W.

Capacity of the Sherwood Trunk line Sewer and the Sherwood Pump Station will need to be
evaluated as part of the Master Plan update. See Appendix D for a map of existing sanitary
sewer facilities.

Stormwater

Existing Conditions
The current Storm Water Master Plan was completed in June 2OO7 and is currently being
updated. The Master Plan considers all areas within the city limits and the urban growth
boundary. The West Sherwood Concept Plan study area is outside of the urban growth
boundary and was not included in the Master Plan.

The West Sherwood Concept Plan study area lies primarily within the Chicken Creek Drainage
Basin. The basin flows north and northeast along Chicken Creek, which bisects the site. Cedar
Creek flows into Chicken Creek at the northeast corner of the study area, west of SW Roy

Rogers Road. West Fork Chicken Creek enters the site near the northwest boundary, and flows
east into Chicken Creek.

A small portion of the study area in the southeastern corner is part of the Cedar Creek Drainage
Basin. On-site runoff enters Goose Creek, which flows from west to east, crosses under Hwy 99
W and reaches Cedar Creek.

The Stormwater Master Plan notes that Chícken and Cedar Creeks have been identified by the
EPA as providing habitat for anadromous fish that are listed as threatened under the Federal
Endangered Species Act. According to the Storm Water Master Plan, on-site soils fall primarily



in Hydrologic Soils Group C, with small areas of Groups B and D. The study area in the vicinity of
Chicken and Cedar Creeks and their tributaries have been designated by Metro as riparian
corridors, upland wildlife habitat, and aquatic impact areas. Some areas within the riparian
corridors are also shown on the National Wetland lnventory.

O p po rtu n iti es a n d Co n stra i nts
As the study area is undeveloped, there is no existing stormwater infrastructure on-site. As

development occurs in the future, stormwater would likely be discharged onto the floodplain of
the adjacent creeks and tributaries. The City of Sherwood requires that all stormwater facilities
meet the requirements of Clean Water Services Design and Construction Standards for
conveyance, water quality treatment, and water quantity treatment. The City has indicated that
they prefer to use regional stormwater facilities within this study area.

See Appendix E for a map of storm drainage basins, creeks, and existing storm water facilities.

Transportation

Elwert Road from Highway 99W to Scholls-Sherwood Road is currently functioning as a two lane
rural arterial. Elwert Road historically was a rural road used primarily for providing
transportation access for farm equipment and rural residents. Over time, Elwert Road has

become a secondary bypass route for commuter traffic (through trips) traveling between
Highway 99W and Scholls-Sherwood Road and Roy Rogers Road, avoiding the intersection
signals along the Highway 99W route.

Elwert Road's physical characteristics consist of two ll-foot paved lanes, a straight horizontal
alignment, and a vertical alignment consisting of rolling hills that include acute vertical sags and

crests which result in poor vertical sight distances, and intersection sight distances. Access

points onto Elwert Road include several private driveways and seven street intersections (both
local and collector). The intersecting streets and their classifications are listed below.

o Kruger Road - Local

o Orchard Hill Road - Local

. Edy Road - Collector
¡ Schroeder Road - Local

o Haide Road - Local

o Handley Road - Collector
o Conzelmann Road - Local

¡ Lebeau Road - Local

The City of Sherwood's Transportation System Plan (COS TSP) and Washington County's
Transportation System Plan (WACO TSP) coordinated the analysis and results for Elwert Road

from the intersection of Highway 99W to the Scholls-Sherwood Road intersection.

Both WACO's and COS's TSP's identify the future build-out condition of Elwert Road as a 3-lane
arterial which will include sidewalks and bike lanes on both sides of the road. Appropriately
sized arterial roads will allow through trips to remain on the arterial system and discourage use

of local streets for cut-through traffic routes.



Due to the current adverse vertical alignment condition of Elwert Road, it is anticipated that
large cut and fill sections and associated acquisition of additional right-of-way may be needed
to bring Elwert Road's alignment (both vertical and horizontal) into conformance with adopted
roadway design standards.

The Kruger/Elwert/Sunset Boulevard/Highway 99W intersection is on the current Major Streets
Transportation lmprovement Plan (MSTIP) for reconstructing the intersection by replacing it
with a roundabout. This is intended to alleviate a current condition of inadequate stacking
distance and restricted traffic by-pass flow off Highway 99W towards Scholls-Sherwood Road.

Roødway Access onto Elwert Rood. Development of the Sherwood West area would require the
creation of a secondary collector road paralleling Elwert Road to provide access for businesses
and residential developments. This secondary road alignment could potentially run from
Chapman Road north to Edy Road. The crossing of Chicken Creek would be a major obstacle for
any road extension to Scholls-Sherwood Road.

ldeally, any parallel collector road would reconnect to Elwert Road prior to the Elwert Road/Edy
Road intersect¡on. From that point on, the Elwert Road vertical alignment would be
reconstructed to correct the vertical curve and sight distance issues. The intersections beyond
Edy Road/Elwert road include Schroeder Road and Conzelmann Road. These intersections
would likely need to be reconfigured to meet appropriate design standards.

Highway 99Wis a state designated freight corridor and limited access highway. lt is identified
as a principal arterial in both the WACO TSP and COS TSP. Access onto Highway 99W would be
coordinated with the Oregon Department of Transportation. The intersections of SW Chapman,
SW Elwert, and SW Brookman roads will all need to be studied and possibly reconfigured or
signalized depending on the amount of traffic generated by future land uses within the area.

Scholls-Sherwood Road is designated as an arterial within the WACO TSP. According to
Washington County, rural arterials serve a mix of rural-to-urban and farm-to-market traffic. ln
some cases rural arterials, especially in rural/urban fringe areas, accommodate significant
amounts of urban-to-urban through-traffic during peak commuting time periods. This is not the
intended function of the rural arterial designation and is often the result of congestíon on
urban arterials. Rather, arterials are intended to provide freight movement in support of
principal arterials. Arterials have strong access control for cross streets and driveways. There
are two intersections along Scholls-Sherwood Road within the study area. As mentioned earlier,
the intersection with Elwert Road will require additional study, reconfiguration, and eventual
signalization as Sherwood West is developed. The intersection of Roy Rogers Road was recently
reconfigured and signalized as a Washington County transportation improvement. Per the
current COS TSP standards for arterial roads, new access should be spaced between 600 to
1,000 feet apart.



Roy Rogers Road is designated as an arterial within the WACO TSP. The same standards that
apply to Scholls-Sherwood Road would apply to Roy Rogers Road as well.

Both Edy and Chapman roads are classified as collectors within WACO TSP. Edy Road is also
designated a collector street within the COS TSP. Collector streets provide both access and
circulation between residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural community areas and
the arterial system. Collectors tend to carry fewer motor vehicles than arterials, with reduced
travel speeds. Collectors may serve as freight access routes, providing local connections to the
arterial network. Generally, collector status roads are intended to connect neighborhoods to
nearby centers, corridors, station areas, main streets and nearby destinations in the urban area.
ln the rural area, collectors are a primary link between the local street system and arterials for
freight, people, goods and services. Access control on collectors is moderate, and direct
driveway connections are discouraged.

The remaining streets within the study area are classified as local streets within the WACO TSP.

Local streets primarily províde direct access to adjacent land. While local streets are not
intended to serve through-traffic, the aggregate effect of local street design can impact the
effectiveness of the arterial and collector system when local trips are forced onto the arterial
street network due to a lack of adequate local street connectivity. Rural local roads have
traditionally provided access to a variety of rural land uses including agriculture, forestry,
quarry activities, low-density rural residential uses as well as rural commercial and industrial
uses. The local streets within the study area are paved with narrow lane widths and roadside
ditches to provide drainage. These streets do not include traffic calming measures, sidewalks,
or lighting.

Given the terrain, the presence of existing significant natural areas, and the current
parcelization of the area, there are likely to be significant costs and challenges with
constructing and connecting roadways within the study area.

The Street Functional Classification Maps from the WACO TSP and COS TSP are shown in
Appendix F and G, respectively.

Parks and Trails

Adopted in October 2006, the Parks and Recreation Master Plan conducted a comprehensive
review of existing recreation facilities and land resources, and developed goals, objectives, and

actions to implement long term strategies for future park development, preservation, design,
and funding mechanisms. Key recommendations of the plan include completion of the
community trail system and expansion of recreation opportunities such as construction of a
skate park.

The Master Plan analyzed lands and facilities in the Sherwood city limits and includes mention
of the Tualatin River NationalWildlife Refuge (about 1- mile north of the city). At its nearest



po¡nt, the Wildlife Refuge is less than a quarter-mile from the northeast point of the Sherwood
West study area. Within the city limits, Sherwood manages over 300 acres of open space
including most of the 1-00-year floodplain along Cedar Creek and portions along Rock Creek.

ln total, 6.5 miles of paved multi-use trails are present in the open space system. Existing hard
surface trails terminate at Highway 99 just south of Sunset Boulevard and approximately 600
feet to the north at Highway 99 in the greenway north of the Sherwood YMCA. These are the
closest multi-use trail connect¡ons to the Sherwood West study area. The planned lce Age

Tonquin Trail alignment will parallel Roy Rodgers Road at the northeast edge of the study area
The future trail will traverse through Sherwood along Cedar Creek and connect to the Tualatin
River National Wildlife Refuge. The completed Tonquin Trail system will link the cities of
Sherwood, Tualatin, and Wilsonville.

There are no formal multi-use trails or parks in Sherwood West. Chicken Creek forms a natural
greenway flowing southwest to northeast through the study area, eventually draining to the
Tualatin River via Cedar Creek. The Cedar Creek greenway through the city connects at Chicken
Creek. West Fork Chicken Creek and Goose Creek form smaller natural greenways in the central
and southeast portions of the study area, respectively. Upper Chicken Creek, a 38-acre Metro-
owned natural area, is located just outside the study area and abuts its western edge south of
Kruger Road.

While the Parks Master Plan does not detail needs for the Sherwood West area, Chapter 5 of
the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan establishes minimum standards for parks and open space
Those minimum standards are summarized in the following Table 4.

Table 4. Guidelines for Providing Parks, recreation, and Trail Facilities in Sherwood
TYPE srzE LEVET OF SERVICE

Tot Lots/Mini-Parks
2,400 sq. ft. to L acre in
size

Minimum of 1 acre to serve needs of 1,000 people

Neighborhood Parks 2-5 acres in size
Minimum of L acre to serve needs of 500 people or 1-

park to a neighborhood of 2,000 to 4,000 people

Community Park 10-25 acres in size
Minimum of 1 acre to serve needs of 1,000 people or
1 park to a community of 20-25,000 people

General Open Space -
Greenway

variable depending on
location

acres per population density is variable but intended
to serve entire community

Natural Trails and Scenic

Pathways

average of 1 to 2 miles
long with a use intensity of
about 50 people per day

These typically border transportation and utility
corridors, floodplains and other areas of natural and

scenic value

Conservation Management
Area

These generally consist of areas within the 100-year
flood plain that are described as wetlands, marsh,

bogs, and ponds, and includes all creek and natural
drainage ways

not specified



The Comprehensive Plan emphasizes that park facilities must be accessible and central to the
population it serves. For example, the service area of a neighborhood park is considered to be

%-mile in radius.

Environment and Natural Resources

Floodplains
Based on FIRM analysis, there is a defined 100-year floodplain for a portion of Chicken Creek

and up West Fork Chicken Creek within Sherwood West. The floodplain for Cedar Creek at its
intersection with Chicken Creek is also defined. These floodplain areas currently appear to be

natural greenways within the study area. The upper reaches of Chicken Creek and Goose Creek

do not have available flood study data.

Wetlands
National Wetland lnventory (NWl)-mapped wetlands in the study area are most prominent
along the riparian corridor of Chicken Creek. Three smaller wetland areas are also shown
outside this corridor-two near Chicken Creek and one near the headwaters of Goose Creek. ln

total, the NWl-mapped wetlands comprise just over 3l- acres within the study area. The local
wetland inventory from Metro is identical to the NWl.

Additional areas of wetlands are also likely present within the study area. These wetlands
would most likely occur along smaller tributaries of Chicken Creek, Cedar Creek and Goose

Creek as well as in areas of mapped hydric soils. The Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) maps three hydric soil series within the study area: Wapato silty clay loam, Huberly silt
loam, and Delena silt loam. Wapato soils occur within the floodplains of the major streams
within the study area; Huberly soils occur on stream terraces and in the agricultural fields in the
northern portion of the study area; and Delena soils occur in swales in the upper portions of the
watersheds. Additional wetlands are likely present within areas of mapped hydric soils. A

wetland inventory would be necessary to determine the likely extent of these wetlands.

Wetlands, streams, and natural waterbodies would also have a buffer regulated by Clean Water
Services (CWS). These buffers generally extend up to 50 feet from the boundary of the sensitive
area, but may extend farther in areas where slopes greater than 25% occur adjacent to the
sensitive area.

Slope Hazard

Steep slopes (25% and greater) in Sherwood West are defined along drainage corridors for
Chicken Creek, West Fork Chicken Creek, Goose Creek, and their tributaries. The steeper slopes

are linear alongthe banks of these drainage ways. ln addition, a higher point in the southwest
portion of the study area has slopes that exceed 25Yo. Generally, the study area has an

undulatingform but not drastic changes in terrain relief. Slope analysis in GIS calculated the
results shown below in Table 5 (acreages clipped to the Sherwood West boundary).



Table 5. Summary of Slope Hazard Area within the Study Area
sLoPE (%) AREA (acres) PORTTON OF STUDY AREA (%)

0-10

10-15
75-20
20-25
>25

TOTAL

862.03
2r9.53
91.53
54.36
63.45
r,291

67

t7
7

4

5

100

Endangered and Threatened Species

Endangered and threatened species may occur within the study area if suitable habitat is

present. Data from the Oregon Biodiversity lnformation Center (ORBIC) indicates that one
federally listed fish and one state-listed plant have been documented within two miles of the
study area. Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykissl, which is federally listed as threatened, is known
to occur in Chicken Creek and Cedar Creek. White rock larkspur (Delphinium leucophaeum),
which is state-listed as endangered, is known to occurtothe south of the study area and could
occur within the study area if suitable habitat exists.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) lists nine additional federally listed endangered,
threatened, and candidate species that are known or suspected to occur in Washington County
(Table 6). None of these species are known to occur within the study area, but they could occur
if suitable habitat is present. An inventory of the study area would be necessary to document
the occurrence of these species or the presence/absence of suitable habitat within the study
a rea.

Table 6. Endangered and Threatened
Common Name Scientific Name Status Comments

Yellow-billed cuckoo Coccyzus omericonus Threatened

Northern spotted owl Strix occidentalis caurinus Threatened
Hab¡tat not present within
study area

Marbled murrelet Brochyrho m ph us ma rmorotus Threatened
Habitat not present within
study area

Streaked horned lark Ere mop h ila o I pestris stri goto Threatened

Nelson'scheckermallow Sidolceonelsoniono Threatened

Willamette daisy Erígeron decumbens vør. decumbens Endangered

Kincaid's lupine Lupinus sulphureus ssp. kincøidii Threatened

Fender's blue butterfly lcoricio icoríoides fender Endangered

Red tree vole Arborimus longicoudus Candidate



APPENDIX A. City of Sherwood Plan and Zoning Map, 2013



APPENDIX B. Sherwood West Buildable Land
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APPENDIX C. Sherwood West Water System



APPENDIX D. City of Sherwood Sanitary and Sewer Systems



APPENDIX E. Sherwood West Stormwater System



APPENDIX F. Washington County Street Classification Map



APPENDIX G. City of Sherwood Street Functional Classification



The methodology used to develop the buildable lands inventory and the results of the buildable lands inventory
was developed and assessed by City of Sherwood staff.l

Methodoloev

1. Definitions used in the inventory:

Vacant land
. Any tax lot that is fully vacant as determined by RLIS GIS Data2, aerial photography, field checks and

local records.

¡ Tax lots that are at least 95% vacant are considered vacant land.

r Tax lots that are less than 2,000 sq. feet developed AND developed part is under 10% of entire lot

Developed land
. Part vacant/part developed tax lots are considered developed and will be treated in the

redevelopment filter

2. Steps in developíng the buildoble lond inventory:

Step 1: lnventory and map fully vacant residential lands
a. Sort City tax lot data by zoning designation within the City boundary.
The residential zones including any planned unit development overlay utilized within this study include:

Very Low Density Residential (VLDR)

Low Density Residential (LDR)

Medium Density Residential Low (MDRL)

Medium Density Residential High (MDRH)

High Density Residential (HDR)

b. tdentify parcels that are fully vacant.
7. Remove developed parcels using most recent Metro's RLIS GIS data.
2. Planning staff review based on current aerial photography, field checks, and local records

Step 2: Subtract unbuildable acres

a. Remove tax lots that d/n have potential to provide residentialgrowth.
L Tax exempt with property codes for City, State, Federal and Native American designations
2. Schools

3. Churches and social organizations-based solely on tax exempt codes
4. Private streets
5. Rail properties
6. Tax lots under the minimum lot size of the zone or 4,250 sq. ft. for residential land due to infill

standards
7. Parks

b, Calculate deductions for environmental resources3.
7. Remove Floodways-100% removed

1 Michelle Miller, AICP, Senior Planner at the City of Sherwood developed the buildable lands inventory.
2 Metro's Data Resource Center collaborates with local partrners to develop and deliver the Regional Land
Information System (RLIS) - more than 100 layers of spatial data that supports strategic decision-making for
govemments, businesses and organizations across the region.

3 Environmental resources are considered to include Title 3, Title 13 FEMA floodway and slopes over 25 ï".



2. Recognize environmental constraints such as slopes over 25 % and constrained areas as defined
by Cities and Counties under Metro Functional Plan Title 13-Riparian Corridors (Class I and ll) and
Upland Wildlife Habitat (Class A and B) -100%

3. By assumption, allow one dwelling unit per residentially zoned tax lot if environmental
encumbrances would limit development such that by internal calculations no dwelling units
would otherwise be permitted.

c. Calculate for future streets. 
a

This methodology sets aside a portion of the vacant land supply (not redevelopment supply) in order to
accommodate future streets and sidewalks. This assumption is calculated on a per tax lot basis.

L Tax lots less than 3/8 acre assume 0% set aside future streets.5
2. Tax lots between 3/8 acre and 1 acre assume a 10% set aside for future streets
3. Tax lots greater than an acre assume an 78.5% set aside for future streets
4. lndustrial zoning assu m es a IO% set aside regardless of size.

Step 3: lnventory and map re-developable lands
a. Definition:

Re-developable: applies to lots that are classified as developed that are now likely to redevelop or during
the 20-year planning period.

b. Query performed that identifies previously developed lots that have potential to redevelop over time
due to the relationship between the size of the lot and the value of improvements.

7. Sites between .26-.54 acres with improvements less than S 50 K

2. Sites over .55 acres with improvement between 550,001-100 K

3. Sites over 1 acre with improvement values between S 100,001-150 K

4. Results of this query include land that is wholly re-developable, meaning existing improvements would
be replaced, and land that is partially vacant, meaning the lot could be divided to allow for additional
development.

Step 4: Planning staff review of draft map-(lnvestigative step)
a. Remove under construct¡on or pending construct¡on as of October L,2OL4
b. Added back and redefined areas of special concern (Areas like Brookman for example)6
c. Review and add City owned properties that are developable and not held for public purpose
d. For parcels zoned MDRH and HDR determine densities based on location and likelihood that parcel will

develop w¡th mult¡family or single-family dwelling units and base densities on minimum lot size for single-
family and maximum density for multifamily.

e. Re-developable or partially vacant sites that include:
¡ Properties currently for sale
. Lots that are more than twice the minimum lot size required to support the number of existing

dwelling units including tax lots that have land division potential
¡ Sites that should have been identified as partially vacant but not caught earlier
¡ Lands with single-family development zoned for multifamily development

f. Remove from Map and defined the following as Not Likely to Redevelop
¡ Sites occupied by active religious institutions
r Sites with known deed restrictions
r Sites currently under development
¡ Sites occupied by utility infrastructure

o The BLI accounts for future streets on a tax lot by tax lot basis. The buildable area of each tax lot is reduced based on
individual tax lot size.

s 
The bas¡s for these net street deduction ratios derive from previous research completed by the Data Resource Center and

localjurisdictions for the 2002 UGR.
t Assume Brookman Concept Plan Zoning



. Commercially zoned land greater Than % mile from either residential or town center lots-most likely
won't be mixed use with residential

g. Redevelop Strike Price Analysis
¡ Perform on all tax lots planned for residential and commercial development, to identify Multifamily

and Commercial sites with a market redevelopment strike price of less than 510 per square foot.7

Strike Price = (lmprovement value + land value)
Total Sq. Ft of lor

h. ldentify possible rezone propert¡es that would either be added or subtracted from the inventory over
time.

Results of the Buildable Lands lnventory
Table A- 1 presents the City's inventory of buildable land. The buildable lands inventory is based on City of
Sherwood and Metro GIS data. Table A- L shows that Sherwood has 175 net acres of suitable buildable residential
land. Fifty-five percent of Sherwood's vacant land (96 acres) is within the city limits and 45% (79 acres) is within
the Brookman Area or other unincorporated areas within the current Urban Growth Boundary.

Table A- 1. lnventory of suitable buildable residential land, net acres, Sherwood
city limits and areas within the UGB,2014

7sE
(ifI)s6 lJe¡ûent or
Acres Total

ladriüÛtCltyLlú¡s
Very Low Densþ Resilential MJ)R)
Very Low Densþ Resilential Hanned Unit Derælopment ft/tDR+UD)
Lonr fÞnsiV Reseþntial (LDR)

Medium Dens¡ty Res¡deilttâl-L('lü {MDRL)
Medium Deff¡iV Rer¡¡deritial+l¡gh (MmH)
High tÞrÌs¡ry Re5¡dential (HDR)

Satotal

24
t"

22
L4
21,
L4
96

L4%

13%
496

L%

496

Lim

5#
Boñnm and Oüer Uúrcorporated Arcæ

Very Low lÞnsfy Resitef¡tiãl (VLDR)

lledium Dem¡V Rer¡¡<tential-Lw (MDRL)
lyledium Densþ Resftfeîtia¡-High (MDRH)

lyledium Densþ ReeidentiaF. Lo{High* (MDRVH)
High Dens¡V Ræftlenti¡rl (HDR)

sÈttd

L%
3096

4%
496

2%
M

1-

52
a

15
3

79
Ëd 175 1fltx

Source: City of Sherwood
*Note: There is one lot split between MDRL and MDRH.

Map A-1 shows vacant and partially vacant land in Sherwood.

7 This formula is part of the draft proposed Metro methodology for identifying sites zoned for Multifamily and
Mixed Use Development that are likely to redevelop. $10/sq.ft. is the estimated threshold for the market supporting
redevelopment of suburban sites that are zoned for multifamily development.



Map A-1. lnventory of suitable buildable residential land, net acres, Sherwood city limits and areas within the UGB, 2014
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Draft Alternative A

The North D¡str¡ct is a mixed-housing neighborhood organized around a new school and park

with local neighborhood retail between the school and Roy Rogers Road. The corner of Roy

Rogers and Scholls/Sherwood Road is envisioned as Athletic Fields serving the entire City of

Sherwood. The location on the edge of town offers both local access from the adjacent

neighborhood, as vehicular access from the adjacent arterial network.

The West District is a mixed-housing district organized around a neighborhood park at the

headwaters of an unnamed creek branching off Chicken Creek. The intersection of Elwert and

Edy road has been relocated in this alternative to slow down cut-through traffic and to avoid

sensitive creek confluences. Future Elwert Road is envisioned as an extension of Sunset: a

heavily landscaped multi-modal boulevard with roundabouts. A mixed-use commercial node is

envisioned at this new intersection, adjacent to land already zoned commercial and within

walking distance from Edy Ridge School. This center serves both existing and new

neighborhoods. A second small mixed-use center is located around the connection of Kruger,

Elwert and HWY 99.

The Far West District has a mixed residential and local retail component retailto offset the cost

of the Elwert and Edy reconfigurations. The higher and steeper elevations are envisioned to be

hillside residential.

The Southwest D¡str¡ct is a residential neighborhood with varying densities. A park is envisioned

on the top of the hill next to the water reservoir, much like Snyder Park. The higher and steeper

elevations are envisioned to be hillside residential.

Draft Alternative B

The North D¡str¡ct is a mixed residential neighborhood organized around an internal mixed-use

neighborhood center and park. Residential density transitions from center to edge of
neighborhood. The corner of Roy Rogers and Scholls/Sherwood is a school, connected to the

center ofthe neighborhood via a park.

The West D¡str¡ct is a residential neighborhood with smaller pocket parks. The higher elevation,

above the water pressure zone has another school and a mix of housing types. lt also has a

hilltop park adjacent to the school. At the intersection of Kruger and a proposed north-south

street, there is a mixed-use neighborhood center with residential intensity transitioning from

the intersection to the edge of the neighborhood. Elwert remains as a straight north-south route

in this alternative but is envisioned as an extension of Sunset: a heavily landscaped multi-modal

boulevard. There are no roundabouts in this alternative; rather standard intersections that are

spaced appropriately.



The Far West District has athletic field in the flattest parts directly north of Edy road, just east of
a proposed nature conservancy park. South of Edy is hillside residential is proposed matching

existi ng development patterns.

The Southwest District is a residential neighborhood with varying densities. Higher and steeper

elevations are envisioned as hillside residential.

Alternative C

The North District is a mixed-housing neighborhood organized around a park. Local

neighborhood commercial is located between Elwert and the neighborhood park. Higher

intensity housing types are located along Elwert and the power line corridor. The corner of Roy

Rogers and Scholls/Sherwood Road could be a conventional commercial center or even a mixed-

use commercial center. lt is served to both autos and pedestrians (providing convenient regional

and local access).

The West D¡str¡ct is a residential neighborhood organized around a school and neighborhood
park at the headwaters of an unnamed branch of Chicken Creek. A local mixed-use retail node is

directly adjacent to the school and the park, east of Elwert. Housing intensities transition from
east to west (low to high). A nature park is shown on the steep terrain between creek braches.

There is also a small local retail corner on Kruger near the church. Higher and steeper elevations

are envisioned as hillside residential. Elwert Road remains as a straight north-south route in this
alternative but is envisioned as an extension of Sunset: a heavily landscaped multi-modal

boulevard with an occasional roundabout at key locations to slow down traffic and signal major

neighborhood entries.

The Far West D¡str¡ct has hillside residential and no intense urban development

The Southwest D¡str¡ct is seen as the gateway to Wine country in this alternative, with a mixed-

use/commercial/lodging/tourism district. Surrounding residential neighborhoods are buffered

by natural features (creek) and also a park at the head waters of Goose Creek. Higher elevations

is rural or very low residential.
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DATE: June 10,2015 ECO Project #:2L928
TO: Brad Kilby and Connie Randall, City of Sherwood

FROM: LoreleiJuntunen, ECONorthwest;and Kirstin Greene, Cogan Owens Greene

SUBJECT: FINDINGS FROM lNlTlAL SERVICE PROVIDER INTERVIEWS

ECONorthwest (ECO) is part of a consulting team led by Cogan Owens Greene (COG) that is
assisting the City of Sherwood with development of a Preliminary Concept Plan for Sherwood
West. The goal of the Preliminary Concept Plan is to create a roadmap that will help inform
future possible urban growth expansion decisions regarding the Urban Reserve Area 58
(Sherwood West). ECONorthwest is charged with, among other tasks, assisting with the
development of a phasing and funding strategy for infrastructure and efficient development in
the Sherwood West area. The first step in that process, and the subject of this memorandum, is a
series of interviews with key city staff and stakeholders regarding infrastructure and service

provision in the area. This memorandum sufiunarizes interview findings for use by the
consultant and staff team.

Background and purpose

Key findings from the interviews will help the consultant and staff team to understand current
financial constraints and opportunities, as well as the existing implementation tool kit.
Specifically, the interviews provide input on the following:

. Identify geographic areas with likely infrastructure capacity and constraints, with
specific attention to services that communities are required to analyze to comply with
Metro's Title 11 and statewide land use planning Goal 14 (water, sanitary sewer, storm
water, and transportation facilities)

. Consider possible cost and efficiency implications of various approaches to
accommodating expected growth

. Provide preliminary input to the planning team regarding the areas with the least and
greatest cost efficiency for accommodating growth, for consideration as the team
develops scenarios

. Identify any additional research needed to better specify the scenarios regarding cost

efficiency and infrastructure provision and phasing

Interviewees were:

o Joe Gall, City Manager, City of Sherwood
o ]ulie Blum, City Finance Director, City of Sherwood
¡ Mike Dahlstrom, Senior Planner Washington County
. Steve Kelly, Senior Planner Washington County
. Rob Fagliano, Sherwood School District
. Phil |ohansory CFO Sherwood School District



. John Wolfl Deputy Fire Marshal IL Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue
o Bob Gallati, City Engineer, City of Sherwood
. Craig Sheldon, Public Works Director, City of Sherwood

A follow-up work session with staff also informed findings in this memorandum.Interviewees
reviewed and amended draft text to ensure accuracy.

Summary: Key implementation issues to be addressed

The following are high-level findings of implementation issues that the team should consider
when developing scenarios, conducting outreacþ and identifying preferred development
patterns.

. The City of Sherwood's voter-approved annexation law creates a significant hurdle for
development in Sherwood West. In November 201,5, a nearby area referred to as the
Brookman Area may be on the ballot for annexation. If the Brookman annexation fails,
land needs will be exacerbated as described in the City's recent Housing Needs Analysis.

. Infrastructure (especially transportation infrastructure) is likely to be expensive
throughout the Sherwood West Planning Area. Creek crossings, upgrades to rural
roads, challenging topography, and other issues will contribute to the cost. In many
expansion areas, local government officials have stated a strong preference that "growth
pay for itself ," without burdening the current population; preliminarily, this is also the
City of Sherwood's preference. High infrastructure costs may affect development price
points if only developer-funded infrastructure is possible. Additional public funding
sources should be considered.

¡ In terms of geography, all areas will have substantial infrastructure costs. The area

nearest the intersection of Kruger and Elwert appears to have the greatest potential for
relative cost effective development, because it is relatively easy to serve with sanitary
sewer and water, and is proximate and connected to existing development in Sherwood.
Preliminarily, it is the likely location for a first phase. The northern portion of the study
area is impacted by Chicken Creek, wetlands, and other nafural resource issues that
complicate development and infrastructure options. The flattest land and most
developable land (in the northern portion of the study area and around Roy Rogers) is

difficult to serve with hansportatiory water and sewer, and stormwater infrastructure.
However, additional evaluation for infrastrucfure costs is warranted, as the area may
have benefits for development.

I nf rastructu re Systems

Water, san¡tary sewer, stormwater

. The area that can be served by existing sanitary serüer and storrnwater drainage system
is faitly limited. Stormwater drainage is also challenging since there are two drainage
points. Moving stormwater under Highway 99 is challenging. Areas served will be



contour limited. The areas that can be served will be limited and are likely to require
regional stormwater facilities. An analysis of downstream impacts to stream structure
will be required, if hydromodification becomes mandated as Clean Water Services
reconsiders its requirements.

r The area near the Kruger may be the easiest to serve.

Transportat¡on

Providing urban-standard transportation access in the area will be a challenge, and will likely
be one of the most significant development costs. Roads in this area were built to rural
standards and will need to be upgraded to include medians, sidewalks, buffers, etc. The area

sees a lot of pass-through traffic which creates traffic issues that will be exacerbated by
development in Sherwood. Specific issues include:

. Bringing Elwert Road up to County standards will require a substantial cut and fill effort
because of sight distances, in particular the intersection of Edy and Elwert. It is possible
that these upgrades will be necessary regardless of which parts of the study area are

targeted for development, though more evaluation is needed to confirm.

o It is likely that Roy Rogers Road, Elwert Road, and Scholls-Sherwood Road would need
to be brought up to urban standards to support development in the northern part of the
study area, which would be expensive. However, the area is relatively flat with excellent
opportunities for transportation access. This area requires more evaluation.

o Focusing development closer to Elwert Road and Kruger Road could require a new road
that is parallel to Elwert between Chapman and Lebeau to improve access.

¡ The City should avoid picking a major arterial road as a boundary, as that could set up
conflicts between urban and rural demand.

. Though discussions with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) will be

ongoing it is unlikely that new crossings or access to Highway 99 will be allowed.

o New creek crossings would be affected by anadramous fish habit, which will merit
further study and could increase costs.

Sherwood School District

Thoughtful school planning will be critical to the success of any future development in
Sherwood West. The District reports that it is nearing capacity in its system, especially at the
high school level. The District has comrnissioned a long-range facilities analysis to address
capacity constraints (to be completed in 201,5); it also recently undertook a boundary adjustment
process to prepare to accommodate near-term growth inside the city limits. However, these

processes do not specifically address the expansion of Sherwood West.

All findings remain preliminary and will need further evaluation as more information about the
amount and location of growth expected in Sherwood West is available. At this time, the issues

specific to Sherwood West include:



. Sherwood high school is currently operating at capacity, with a student population of
1600 (though annual student populations fluctuate and may decline in coming years as

several smaller classes move through). The District will continuously be analyzing data
and considering options, including possible expansion of the existing facility and / or
eventually adding a second high school. If significant development is expected in West
Sherwood, it may affect decision-making and timing.

. Given the capacity of elementary schools nearest to Sherwood West, it is likely that a new
elementary school would be needed in Sherwood West. Land will be needed.

. The middle school thals nearest to Sherwood West would need new classrooms and an

additional gym to accommodate significant new student growth.

. Funding will be an important consideration. Existing resources (systems development
charges, or SDCs) may not be sufficient especially for acquiring land for and building
needed new facilities. Land donations from developers, General Obligation bonds, and
other sources should be considered.

. Regardless of where growth occurs, the District strongly prefers metered growth rather
than rapid expansion.

Overall, the Districf s capacity will be affected by growth regardless of where it occurs, but the
scale of and timing of potential development in Sherwood West will certainly affect the
Districfs facilities planning process. The Sherwood School District will continue to be engaged
in planning for Sherwood West and other potential expansion areas in its boundary.

Public safety and fire

Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVF&R) serves the Sherwood West area. Planning for
development of the area should consider transportation and water infrastructure to support
emergency response needs. Not only is access to residential and commercial areas of concem to
the Fire District, but connectivity through the area can impact response times. More
specifically:

. Topography: The Sherwood West area could create challenges for fire apparatus and
access; however, upgrading roads to urban standards should address most of TVF&R s
access concerns. The Fire District requires that fire apparatus roadway grades not exceed

12%. When fire sprinklers are installed, a maximum grade o115"/" may be allowed
(Oregon Fire Code 503.2J).

. Water infrastructure: Water from fire hydrants should be sufficient to provide at least

1,000 gallons per minute to all single-family and commercial buildings. If a structure is
3,600 square feet or larger, then additional flow may be needed (Oregon Fire Code

8105.2). The Fire District strongly encourages new residential developments to include
fire sprinkler systems to decrease fire and life safety risks.

. Emergency Response: Based on years of public opinion research, TVF&R s citizens have
consistently voiced that fast and effective emergency response is their top priority. In



addition to Station 33 in Sherwood, the Sherwood West area is served by a network of
fire stations. As part of a 10-year plan, the Fire District has identified at least seven sites,
including West Bull Mountairy where additional fire stations and infrastructure will
improve response times. Factors considered for station placement include housing
density, types of developmenf demographics, and transportation infrastructure. As more
specific details emerge about development in Sherwood West, Fire District planners will
be able to assess what deployment changes might be needed. (TVF&R's Standard of
Cover reflecting response time standards is available upon request.)

Phasing

Interview participants generally agreed that if development should occur, it makes sense for
development to first occur near the intersection of Elwert Road and Kruger Road; expanding
out from there. This concept is shown in Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1. First stage development area (orange)
Figure ó

Existíng Conditions
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Fiscal / tinancial tools

As identified by the Technical and Citizens Advisory Committees, a key question for
development of the area is who will pay for infrastructure. Finance of urban services is a

significant conversation in all urban growth boundary expansion areas. Washington County has

developed policies that require the County to address this challenge, specifically as it relates to
transportation infrastructure as follows: "As appropriate, prior to allowing development



develop and implement financing strategies that provide adequate funding for the
transportation systems necessary for the urban network."

Sherwood stakeholders generally agree that new development should pay for its own
infrastructure. Development-derived tools include systems development charges (SDCs) and
Washington County's transportation development tax (TDT). Other tools that may need to be
considered to support development feasibility include new taxing districts, Local Improvement
Districts, (LIDs), County funding sources/ and supplemental systems development charges.

Next steps

As the consulting team develops scenarios for the Sherwood area additional and more detailed
analysis of infrastructure issues is needed.

. Assess property ownership patterns to determine sites that are larger, could be

aggregated, and / or would be most likely to redevelop.

. Develop a relative order of magnitude estimate of infrastructure costs to help determine
an approach to infrastructure funding and finance. The team should consider, at a high
level, the implications of those costs for infrastructure funding tools.

. Coordinate Pre-Concept plans with Stormwater Master Plan and other ongoing
infrastructure planning conversations.

. Based upon election results with respect to fufure Brookman area annexation proposals,
refine timing of development in Sherwood West.

. Ongoing public and stakeholder outreach should continue to include property owners
and developers.



The benefits of walkable, neighborhood-oriented retail nodes are widely documented; they are

increasingly popular components of new master-planned developments. Millenials, who will be roughly

35-55 years old by 2035, will key a key driver in future demand for housing in Sherwood. Literature and

surveys suggest Millenials seek walkable neighborhoods and amenities, green space, as well as food, art,

and creative culture, and do not want to live in auto-oriented suburbs. By 2035, 24% of Sherwood's

population will be 60 years and olderl. Seniors are often seeking to downsize and increasingly desire

walkable neighborhoods, social services, and active communities. Given these environmental, health,

and livability benefits that neighborhood small-scale retail nodes provide and are increasingly desired by

the population, the nodes are a cornerstone of the Preliminary Plan for Sherwood West.

At the same time, new developments at the fringes of urban areas face challenges with creating

successful retail nodes. Many Sherwood residents can point to examples of vacant mixed-use buildings

in new residential areas in other communities. For successful neighborhood retail development in

Sherwood West, the City needs a thoughtful

approach that: Table 1. Supportable retail: estimates from research

L. Right-sizes the amount of retail. The

Preliminary Concept Plan attempts to
balance the amount of supportable retail

with possible future household growth in

Sherwood West. While the numbers remain

preliminary, as an estimate from

Sherwood's Housing Needs Analysis,2

Sherwood West might need to
accommodate about 4,800 new households

(or more) at buildout. Assuming Sherwood

West follows a development pattern that is

somewhere between suburban and urban,

the reviewed literature in Table l- suggests

that each of these households will support

about eight square feet of retail, for a total

of about 38,000 square feet of retail across

all retail nodes in the area. However, not all

of these residents will live within walking

distance of a retail node, and exist¡ng auto-

oriented retail creates competition for
household spending. The actual supportable

square footage of retail per node is

therefore likely lower. The Preliminary

Concept Plan includes preferred locations

Capital Region

1 Sherwood Housing Needs Anolysis 2015 to 2035. ECONorthwest. June 2015

' Sherwood Housing Needs Anolysis 20L5 to 2035. ECONorthwest. June 2015

Literature Source Supportable Square

Feet Per Household

Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation

(2013)

Food/Grocery: tl.6
sq.ft.

Eating Places; t2.4 sq.
ft.

Drinkíng Ploces: 1.5 sq

ft.

6r.¡?1 1.0 sq. ft.

Flower:0.5 sq. ft

Easton and Owen

(200s)

15 sq. ft.

Capital Region

Council of
Governments,

Urban Places

Minimum:12 sq. ft,

Moximum:25 sq. ft.

Average:12 sq. ft.

Minimum:4.5 sq. ft



and relative size, not the absolute size, of retail. The Plan's relative retail size is greaterthan

ECONorthwest's estimates, and additional and careful study of competing supply and phasing

will be necessary in the next phase of research.

2. Locations of neighborhood retail. A neighborhood retail node is considered walkable for
households within 0.25 miles. To ensure supportability, retail nodes should be surrounded by

many rooftops. To support 8,000-10,000 square feet of retail, the rough amount included in the
nodes shown on the preconcept plan maps, would require about 1,000-L,250 households within

% mile. Additionally, the location of neighborhood retail should be considered relative to
existing retail (competing supply). ln particular, Shen¡rood's existing downtown is successfully

redeveloping, and new development should support rather than compete with this supply.

Figure f. identifies three locations for neighborhood retail nodes in Sherwood West and provides

comments.

3. Phasing and developer interaction. Development of neighborhood nodes match overall phasing

of Sherwood West. Retail development will only be successful if and when residential

development occurs, and may be the last piece to successfully develop. To better understand

the market dynamics that will drive financial feasibility of neighborhood retail, the City should

work carefully with developers throughout the more detailed implementation work that will

accompany entry to the urban growth boundary. As development occurs, maintaining those

interactions with developers of mixed-use or neighborhood retail projects will be important to

support development and assist with connections to appropriate retail tenants.

The Gateway Retail shown in the Preliminary Concept Plan is anticipated to draw from a more regional

marketshed, and may include hotels and other tourist infrastructure tied to the region's growing wine

and specialty agriculture tourism industry. Additionally, through community outreach conducted as part

of this process, residents identified a potential need for additional retailand entertainment services

such as doctors, pharmacies, movies, and auto parts stores in Sherwood. This type of retail might also be

possible in the Gateway retail area. However, the type and amount of retail to be included in the
Gateway area requires more study and market analysis if and when the area is added to the urban

growth boundary.
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Shenryood West Concept Plan
Transportation Options Alternative Analysis Report

Ootion Alternatives Development

The Shenruood West Preliminary Concept Plan transportation analysis was
predicated on development of realistic transportation options, a comparison
analysis of the pros and cons of any developed alternatives, and then presenting
at least two preferred options along with estimated costs as a guide for future
discussion of potential transportation improvements in the study area.

Limits of Analvsis

The area of analysis is SW Elwert Road from Highway 99W to SW Scholls-
Sherwood Road, and a small portion of SW Edy Road at the intersection with SW
Elwert Road.

The transportation infrastructure phasing of the Sherwood West Preliminary
Concept Plan is based on a technical analysis of where logical breaks in site
development would occur. These development areas are defined as areas 1

through 6.

Existinq Roads Confiquration

SW Elwert Road's existing cross section is comprised of two 12-foot wide lanes,
with no paved or gravel shoulders, and adjacent drainage ditches or wetlands
within a 60-foot right-of-way. The horizontal alignment is rolling with non-
conforming vertical sight distances for the posted speed of 45 mph within the
section between Hwy99W and SW Edy Road, and the basic rule speed of 55 mph
outside beyond SW Edy Road to SW Scholls-Sherwood Road.

SW Elwert Road has a straight horizontal alignment between the SW Kruger and
SW Elwert Road intersection and the SW Elwert Road and SW Scholls-Shenvood
Road intersection, with rolling vertical alignment that generally matches the
existing topographic terrain. The vertical grades for SW Elwert Road tend to
exceed ASSHTO standards for the roadway classification and designated speed
limit.

To meet AASHTO standards SW Elwert Road will require a combination of cut and
fill actions to remove excessive sags and crests. ln particular, the intersection of
SW Elwert Road with SW Edy Road is in a depression within both road
alignments. This intersection would need to be raised significantly to meet
AAS HTO standa rds for arteria l/co I lector intersectio ns.



Proposed Cross Section

SW Elwert Road is classified as an arterial road with a future 3-lane configuration with; two
12-foot travel lanes, a 14-foot center turn lane, two 6-foot bike lanes, two 5-foot wide
planter strips, two 8-foot wide sidewalks, and two 1-foot clear areas behind the sidewalks
to the right of way line in both the City's and Washington County's Transportation System
Plans (TSPs). The overall right of way width required with this cross section is 78-feet.

Analvsis - Defininq Options

The major limiting condition for the transportation options analysis is the phasing break
between Areas 1,2 and Area 3, and in how the intersection of SW Edy Road and SW
Elwert Road will be handled. There are two options that were analyzed with respect to
constructability, construction costs, and environmental impacts.

Option 1

Option 1 consists of realigning SW Elwert Road and SW Edy Road such as to cross two
Chicken Creek tributary streams at the narrowest points in order to reduce or eliminate
wetland mitigation issues. The realignment follows the existing terrain, eliminates the need
for excessive fills and minimizes impacts to the wetlands within the SW Elwert Road and
SW Edy Road intersection. Option 1 will require construction of structural bridging and
acquisition of rightof-way to accommodate the realignment of SW Elwert Road.

The realignment of SW Elwert Road will include the construction of roundabouts at major
intersections, such as with SW Edy Road. The combination of roundabouts and curved
alignments would likely discourage freight traffic usage of the road and reduce speeds of
commuter traffic while still allowing significant local residential and commuter traffic flow.

This option has the benefit of flexibility relative to site development. The need to initiate
this project would be predicated on the development of Area 3. Area 3 has significant site
development items (e.9. school site and regional athletic facility) that would require and be
able to cover the majority of the cost of constructing the improvements due to the
availability of government funding options. The realignment has the benefit of taking
advantage of minimizing environmental impacts and impeding the use of the route by
freight traffic.

Construction of this option will also allow the existing SW Elwert Road and SW Edy Road
alignments and intersection to remain in use until construction of the realigned roadway is
nearly complete.

Analysis of the estimated construction costs indicate that this option, while expensive, is
the least costly financially and to the environment, as well as the least impact to local and
commuter traffic during construction.

Option 2

Option 2 consists of correcting the vertical alignment of the SW Edy Road and SW Elwert
Road intersection to meet ASSHTO design standards. Specifically, raising the road
elevation to reduce the adverse vertical curves and meeting stopping sight distances at
intersection. This means raising the road approximately 10 to 20 feet (15 foot average) in
elevation. The impacts from the intersection along SW Elwert Road from this action
extend for approximately 2,050 feet, and approximately 790 feet along SW Edy Road.



By raising the road along this length, impacts to the existing right-of-way and adjacent
wetlands occurs due to the need for fill with a 2:1 slope ratio. lt is estimated that an
additional 20 to 40 feet (30 foot average) of rightof-way would be required to account for
fill slope. The standard wetland/vegetated corridor mitigation requirement is approximately
2:1 (Clean Water Service, R&O 07-20, Table 3-2).

Additionally, the existing culvert crossing would most likely need to be updated to meet
future Clean Water Services (CWS), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), United
States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
(ODFW) requirements.

Option 2 does lend itself to phased development in conjunction with Area 3 for the same
reasoning described above in Option 1. However, reconstruction of SW Elwert Road
would require closure of the roadway to through traffic until roadway construction
completion. This would have a definite negative impact to local and commuter traffic
during the expected 1 to 2 year construction cycle.

Analysis of the estimated construction costs indicate that this option is the most expensive
financially due to mitigating environmental impacts to the Chicken Creek corridor
environment, and has the greatest impact to local and commuter traffic during construction

There are additional utility infrastructure items that are included with each option, however
the impacts on each option's construction costs are similar and are consequently not a
significant factor in selecting one option over the other.

Robert J. Galati, P.E
City Engineer
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City of Sherwood Cost Estimate

Project Name: Sherwood West Concept Plan - Option 1 (Phase Cl)

Project Descr¡pt¡on: Reconstruct Elwert Road north of Edy Road to arterial standards from Edy Road to Scholls-
Sherwood Road. Reconfigure Edy Road intersect¡on and cross wetland corridors west of ex¡st¡ng alignment (2

locations for bridges). lnclude infrastructure construction, storm water and sanitary. ROW acqu¡sit¡on cost based
on full ROW width and aggricultural land valuation.

Construction ltems and Descript¡ons Unlt QW Unit Cost Total Cost

S¡te Preparot¡on
Mobilization (7% of Construction Sub-Total) LS T S3,02s,450 S3,o2s,4so
Erosion Control (1% of Construction Sub-Total) LS 1 5432,207 s432.207
Clearing & Grubbing (2.5% of Construction Sub-Total) LS 1 S1,080,s18 S1,080,s18
Iemporary Protection & Traffic Control (3% ofContruction Sub-Total) LS T sI.296,627 st,296.62]-
Removal of Structures and Obstructions (4% of Construction Sub-Total) LS T sr,728,828 St,72g,Bzg

Roadwov Elements
Asphalt Pavement SF 838,014 s10 S8,380,140
Roadway Bridge (Elev Match L80') SF 48,000 S2so s12,000,000
Curb and Gutter LF 2L,666 s2s ss41,6s0
Sidewalk (6-foot width) SF L29,996 S7 s909,972
Retaining wall Vert SF s100 s0
General Excavat¡on CY 93,113 s18 st.676,028
Street Tree EA 433 s2so 5108,330
Planter Strip Landscape Planting SF 48,749 Sg S389,988

Storm, Son¡tdrv, Watet
Sanitary Sewer Construction LF 10,833 s18s S2,oo4,1os
Storm Water Sewer Construction LF 1.0,833 S14s s1.s70.78s
Water System Construction LF L3,514 s2so S3,378,s00
Stormwater Quality Treatment Facility (Reeional) LS S17s.ooo s3s0,000

Ri g ht-of-Woy Acq ul sltion
Right-of-Way Acquisition SF 679,473 Srs S10,192,095

Trofiìc Elements
Traffic Signal (lnstallation) EA S28o,ooo So

Traffic Sisnal (Modification per pole) EA Sso.ooo So

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) EA T s40,000 s40,000
Stripine LF 10,833 s10 s108.330
Signage LF L0,833 s1s S162,49s
Street Lishtlns (Cobrahead) LF L0,833 s130 S1,408.290

Street Lighting (Ornamental) LF s230 So

Oth er Con struct¡ on lte m s

Other 5o
Other SO

Con str u ct¡on Cost Subtota I s50,784,332

Constuct¡on Contingency (30% of Construction Cost Subtotal) LS t S1s,23s,3oo S1s,23s,3oo
Engineer¡ng Design and Construction Management (7.5% of Construction Cost

Subtotal)
LS 1. s3,808,82s S3,808,82s

Total Project Cost: s69,828,456

Notes:



City of Sherwood Cost Estimate

Project Name: Sherwood West Concept Plan - Option 2 (Phase Cl)
{

Project Descr¡pt¡on: Reconstruct Elwert Road north of Edy Road to arter¡al standards from Edy Road to Scholls-
Shen¡ood Road. lnclude infrastructure construct¡on, storm water and sanitary. ROW acquis¡tion cost based on
part¡al ROW w¡dth and aggricultural land valuation.

Consfiuct¡on ltems and Descriptions Un¡t QW Un¡t Cost Total Cost

Site Preparøtion
Mobilization (7% of Construction Sub-Total) LS T 53,494,645 53,494,64s
Erosion Control (1% of Construction Sub-Total) LS L s499,23s s499.23s
Clearing & Grubbing (2.5% of Construction Sub-Total) LS t 51,248,o87 51,248,0a7
Temporary Protection & Traffic Control (3% of Contruction Sub-Total) LS 1 5!.497.7os 5r,497.7os
Removal of Structures and Obstructions (4% of Construction Sub-Total) LS I s1,996,940 S1,996,940

Roodwoy Elements
Asphalt Pavement SF 3L3,482 s10 S3,134,820
Elevated Roadway (Elevation Match 180') SF L84,520 s200 s36.904.000
Curb and Gutter LF L4,0L8 s2s s3s0.450
Sidewalk (6-foot w¡dth) SF 84,108 57 s588.756
Retaining Wall Vert SF Sloo So

General Excavat¡on CY 34,831 s18 5626.964
Street Tree EA 280 s2s0 s7o,os0
Planter Strip Landscape PlantinÊ SF 3L,541 S8 s2s2.324

Storm, Sonitøry, Woter
Sanitary Sewer Construction LF 6,069 s18s sL.122,765
Storm Water Sewer Construction LF 7,009 Sr¿s S1,016,30s
Water System Construction LF 7,009 S2so st.7s2,250
Stormwater Quality Treatment Facility (Regional) LS 2 s17s,000 53s0,000

Ri ght-oÍ-Wøv Acq ul s¡tlon
Right-of-Way Acquisition 5F 175,225 s1s 52,628,37s

Trøtfic Elements
Traffìc Signal (lnstallation) EA s280,000 So
Traffic Sisnal (Modification per pole) EA Sso.ooo So

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) EA 1 s40,000 s4o,ooo
Stripine LF 7,009 s10 s70,090
Signage LF 7,009 51s s10s,13s
Street Lishtins (Cobrahead) LF 7,009 s130 5911.170
Street L¡ghting (Ornamental) LF s230 So

Othe r Co n str uct¡on tte ms
Other So

Other s0

Con str uct¡on Cost S u btoto I

Constuction Contingencv (30% of Construction Cost Subtotal) LS 1 s17,s98,0321 s17,s98,032
Engineering Design and Construction Management (7.5% of Construction Cost

Subtotal)
LS t S+,sss,soal 54,399,s08

Total Project Cost: s80,657,645

Notes:



Sherwood West Pre-Concept Plan
lnitial Evaluation of New Funding Tools

Sherwood West will need to access a range oT funding tools Ìo cover infrastructure (sewer, water, roads, etc.) costs to

support urban development. To iniliate thal conversation, ECONorthwest considered a comprehensive list of funding tools
againsl set criteria to arrive at an initial list of preferred tools for discussion,

CRITERIA DEFINED
CAPACITY
Can the tool generate sufiicient revenue tô serve
as a cornerstone for an infrasti.ucture fLrnding plar-l?
(Ncte that sorne toois ihat pedorm well on other
criteria but qenerale relatively small anìounts of
revenue may still be included as one component
oT a larger funding plan even lhough they are nol
selected here as a "prefsrred" tool.)

TIIV]ING
Can the tool pr ovide up-fr cnt revenues to cover
infrastructure, even before development occurs?

Property Tax: GO bonds

ADIVINISTRATIVE EASE
How much adminislrative burden does the tool
impose on City staff and resources?

STAB I LITY/PRE D ICTABI LITY
Does lhe locl provide a consistenl and reliable
soutce ol funds over time?

FLEXIBILITY
Does ihe tcol have lÍr¡itâtions or'ì its use that reduce
Íts utility fcl lhe Sherwoocl West site?

Administralive Stabilityl

FAIRNESS:
Who pays? Are costs ¡mposed proportioìrate to
benefiis receìved?

LEGALITY
Can the tool legally be used for the projects
ideniif'ed orr the site?

POLITICAL ACCEPTABI LITY
How controversia¡ rs the tocl? Will lhe public and
reglonal and local eleÕted leadeis support its use lor
lhe Sherwoôcl West sìte?

The following matrix provides an assessment of a comprehensive list of funding tools against the criteria, and identifies
the four preferred tools lhat have been selecled for further evaluation.

Ef f ìciency LegalityFairness Political
Acceptabilily

Tim ng
Ease Predictability
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Sherwood West Pre-Concept Plan
Tool Detinrtrons

Citywide Tools Notes

Property
Tax: General
Obligation (GO)

Bonds

Local property taxes are committed to pay debt service on

a crty-issued GO Bond. GO bond levies typically last for 15

to 30 years for capital projects, and must be approved by
a public vote. The effective property tax levied to support
GO bond obligations can vary over time, based on the
tolal assessed value of property within the jurisdiction that
issued the bonds and the scheduled GO bond payment
obligations.

ldentified as a preferred tool
because it can generate large
amounts of up-front funding
for infrastructure to suppori
development.

lncome Tax A tax on income, typically calculated as a surcharge on
state inconre tax. Could apply to people, corporations, or
both. Relatively low rates (1-3%) have potential to generate
substantial levels of revenue.

Fatal flaw: Local income taxes are
politically challenging to implement

Sales Tax A tax on retaìl sales, typically added to the price at the point
of sale. Sales taxes are generally considered regressive
because low-income people pay a higher percentage of
their income than high-income people. There is no state
sales lax in Oregon, but local governments could adopl a
local sales tax. Essential goods like food, medicine, and
housing are typically exempt from a sales lax.

Fatalflaw: Low likelihood of political

acceptability for adopting a sales
tax to fund growlh.

PayrollTax A tax on wages and salaries paid by employers or by
employees as a payroll deduction. A payroll tax generates
revenue from people who work inside, but live outside of
the area in which the tax is applied. Low rates (<1%) have
potential to generate substantial levels of revenue.

Fatal flaw: Payroll tax revenue

is used for operations and
maintenance expenses assocìaled
with the transit systems, and would
require significant efforl to transfer

to use for funding infrastructure.

Transportation Related Notes

Toll Tolls (e,9. on highways and bridges) are the most familiar
form of a lransportation access charge. Transportation

access charges are most appropriate for high-speed limited

access corridors, service in high-demand corridors, and
bypass facilities to avoid congested areas.

Fatalflaw: Tolls lack political

acceptability and are difficult to
administer.

Local Gas Tax A tax on the sale of gasoüne and other fuels, levied as a
fixed dollar amount per gallon. Typically, the use of local gas

tax revenues is limited to transportation projecÌs.

Fatal flaw: Gas tax is not likely to
generate significant amounts of

revenue, and could be difficult to
administer.

LocalWeight'
Mile Tax

Heavy vehicles pay the weight-mile tax instead of the gas
tax. Tlre tax rate increases with the weight of the truck, and
is assessed per mile traveled in Oregon.

Fatal flaw: Admrnistration relies

on self-reporting, which limits the

accuracy and may require additional
slaffing to audit self-reported
weights. Capacity is limited.

Vehicle
Registration Fee

ln Oregon, counties (but not cities) can implement a local
vehicle registration fee. Fees are limited to $43 per vehicle,

charged every two years, A portion of a county's fee could
be allocated to local jurisdictions.

Fatal flaw: The vehicle registration
fee generates limited funds.
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Sherwood West Pre-Concept Plan
Tool Def rnitions

Development Derived Notes

Sole Source
Systems
Development
Charge (SDC)

SDC's are onelime fees based on proposed new use or

increase in use of a property. Sole Source SDSs retains
SDCs paid by developers within the limited geographic
area that directly benefits from new development.

Could be one component of a funding

strategy, but lacks ability to generate

sufficient revenue to cover costs.

Supplemental
sDc

Supplemental SDCs are additìonal SDCs charged on a
specific sub-area of a city and are supplemental to the
city's existing SDC,

Commonly used in expansion areas as

one component of a fundìng plan.

Local
lmprovement
Distr¡ct (LlD)

An LID is a special assessment district where
property owners are assessed a fee to pay for capital
improvements, such as sireetscape enhancements,
underground utilities, or shared open space. LlDs must
be supported by a majority of affected property owners.

Commonly used in expansion areas

as one component of a funding plan.

More analysis regarding property owner
willingness to pay is required,

Urban Renewal Tax increment finance revenues are generated by the
increase in total assessed value in an urban renewal
district from the time the district is first established. The
governing body, usually acting on the recommendation
of Technical and Advisory Committees, creates an

urban renewal district with specif ic boundaries and
identifies improvements to be funded within the district.
Bonds may be issued to fund improvements. As
properly values increase in the district, the increase in

total property taxes (e.9. city, county, school portions) is

used to pay off the bonds. When the bonds are paid off,

the entire valuation is returned to the general property
tax rolls, Urban renewal funds can be invested in the
form of low-interest loans and/or grants for a variety of
capital investments: redevelopmenl projects, economic
d evelopment strateg ies, streetscape improvements,
land assembly, transportation enhancements, historìc
preservation projects, and parks and open spaces.

Urban renewal is not typically used in
greenfield developnrent areas that are

not perceived as "blighted." However,

they can be powerful tools for funding
infrastructure and the city is legally able
1o use this tool in Sherwood West.

lncome Tax
Sequestration

A variation on a local income tax is income tax
sequestraÌion. This concept identifies some group of

income tax payers and diverts some or all of their state
income tax revenues to a specific project.

Fatalflaw: Administering this tool could
be expensive and complicated. Tlrere is

currently no State-sanctioned program
in Oregon that would allow income tax
sequestralion, so a new program would
need to be created.

Conslruction
Excise Tax

A construction excise tax is a tax levied on the value of
new construction.

Key limitation: Only school districls
may levy a new excise tax. This source
could potentially be used to fund school
caprtal projects in Sherwood West, but it

could not be used for infrastructure,

Permit/Record
Surcharge

Building permits are fees charged to property owners
for new construction, additions, or remodeling property,

The amount of the building permit fee typically depends
on the value of the conslruction.

Fatal flaw: This source generates very
limiled amounts of funding.
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Sherwood West Pre-Concept Plan
Tool Defìnrtrons

Other Tools Notes

Utility Fee A utility fee is a fee assessed to all businesses and
households in the jurisdiction for use of specified types of
infrastructure or public utilities, based on the amount of use
(either measured or estimated). Most jurisdictions charge
water and sewer utility fees, but utility fees can be applied
to other types of government activities as well (both capital
projects and operations and maintenance). A ulility fee could
be applied citywide or in a smaller area within a city.

Ulility fees are increasingly used to
fund inf rastructure projects.

Transient
Lodging Tax

A transient lodging tax is a fee charged to customers for
overnight lodgìng, generally for periods of less than 30
consecutive days. The fee is a percentage of lodging
charges incurred by the customer, though some jurisdictions

levy a flat fee per room night. Typical tax rates range

between 3% and 9%. These localtax rates are in addition
to the Slate transìent lodging tax of 1%. Although local
jurisdictions use lransient lodging tax revenues to fund a

wide variety of programs, the State enacted new legislation
ìn 2003 that requires new or increased local transient
lodging taxes to dedicate at least 7O% of net revenue to fund

tourism promotion or tourism-related.

This could be used as one
component of a funding plan, but
lacks the capacity that bonds and
other preferred tools carry.

Business License
Fee

There are a variety of ways that jurisdictions could choose
to charge fees on businesses, including a flat onelime fee,

to an annual fee based on sales, number of employees, size

of building, amouni of parking, or olher factors. License fees

can apply to all businesses or only certain businesses such
as automobile dealers or service stations.

Fatal flaw: This source generates

very limited amounts of funding.

Real Estate
Transfer Tax
(RETT)

A RETT is a tax levied on the sale price of real property
transfers. ln other words, a sales tax on the value of homes,

applied whenever there is a transfer of title for real property.

Fatalflaw: lt is now illegal to adopt
a new real estate transfer tax in
Oregon.

SpecialService
District

A special service district can take several forms in Oregon,
but in general, they use properly laxes, service fees, or

a combination of the two to finance infrastructure or other
investments. Parks districts, fire dislricts, and county service
districts are examples. A boundary for a potential special
service district would need to be evaluated,

ln Sherwood West, the most likely
special service dislricl would

be a parks district to fund land

acquisition, park development,

and ongoing operations and
maintenance of the facilities.
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